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Chapter 5.
Models of Human Behavior:
Social Interaction and
Social Structures

Groups, organizations, and even soieties proess and use information. The previous hapter foused onhow individuals use information. Here we onsider how groups of people seek for and use information aswell as how information a�ets the soial interation. Appliations of information systems. Toward theend of this hapter, we will onsider eduation, whih ombines individual and soial aspets. Broaderimpliations for soiety are desribed in Chapter 8.Understanding the way that information is ommuniated through di�erent types of strutures angive us insight into both ourselves and new information system designs. There is a ontinual interplaybetween the soial environment and the individual with one inuening the other. Here we emphasizeinterpersonal interation. later we will onsider large-sale eonomi and politial systems. People arealmost always evaluating what other people are doing. Expetations and representations predominate.In soial systems, like other omplex systems, making hanges in one fator may have an unexpetede�et in other, seemingly unrelated, parts.People are highly soial and a lot of the information people obtain is from others. We are all embeddedin a omplex network of soial interations. Ultimately, soial interation reets ways in whih peoplemeet biologial needs suh as food, shelter, and family. This is the root of most norms. Informationexhange is a big part of soial bonding, but the information is not always unbiased.Soiety is simply booming and buzzing. It's diÆult to apture muh about it in a systemati way.Soial as a relationship rather than an entity. Interation level of analysis. Intermediate level of analysisfor how people reate, live with, interpret, and hange soial strutures [47].In short, there is a question about the best level of analysis for huamn behavior. Is it at the level of theindividual, the level of soiety, or some ombination of the two. There should be a balane between theindividual and soiety. The key notion is the interdependene of ageny and struture. Soial aspetsof ativity theory (3.5.1). There is a diÆulty in applying the tehniques of natural siene to soialsiene (9.2.1).The previous setion inluded several aspets of soial struture, but of ourse, struture and proesswork together. Soieties may be aggregates of several di�erent ultures and soial rules failitateinteration aross those soial unit. There are many aspets to human interation and the umulativeresult of all of these interations is soiety. One model for soial organization suggests that it isomposed of subsystems[80]: Goals, resoures, oordination, persistene aross time. Politial, eonomi,and ultural sub-systems. Other models assume there are interating omponents but assume that thestrutures are more ad ho (5.1.2). These subsystems are ontinuously �nding an interplay. For instane,
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Figure 5.1: There is a continual interplay between individual cognition and social interaction. Language, culture,
and attitudes mediate between the two levels. Indeed, the personal and social are so intertwined that it is often
helpful to consider them as two sides of the same coin.the balane of politis and eonomis is seen ontinual interation of government and ommere.Grand soial theories ((se:soialtheory)). Cohesion models. Conit theory. Strutural models vsfuntional models.Soial networking systems have given a voie to many individuals and ontributes to the laims ofthe \wisdom of rowds". Surely, this is not a universal e�et and there is also \madness of rowds".When people have minimal information, they often follow other people what other people are doing[61].However, in many ases, this works out well but it an also reate a herd mentality. In the extreme,we observe fads and manias.Soialization is the e�etive meshing of individuals into the soial fabri. Soial media and soialreading. Soio-tehnial systems.

5.1. Social Structures and Social NetworksIn any soial group, there many types of soial interation: family, friends, work, lubs, neighbors.These an be haraterized by sets of nodes and links. We an model the interation among peopleas links in a network in whih the individuals are nodes. Charting the path of information and themeans by whih it is spread an tell us a great deal about the eÆient transfer of information and theway that individuals gather it. Struture and proesses. Ultimately, we many want to onsider moredynami interations among people but the network model give us a good plae to start. These mirrorWeb struture and information networks (2.6.3).Literal soial networks an be modeled by graph theory ( A.3.0). However, soial interations are oftennot tidy. These over a wide variety of phenomena and they show systemati patterns. Soial networksare an idealization. They do not show organizational struture very well. They show more omplexpatterns and eventually need to expand to other phenomena. We an think there being several layersto soial networks. A soial network as a simple network as a graph formalism is simplisti but is agood plae to start. There are distint links based on kinship and soial roles. Nonetheless, this thenotion of a soial network is a useful oneptualization. Organizational interations as a type of soialnetwork. One has to be areful that the measure of soial networks atually represents engagementamong the partiipants.
5.1.1. Everyday Social Structures and ActivitiesBeyond simple version of a soial network there are, of ourse, rih types of soial interation. Pleasureof soiability. Group dynamis and ohesion. Conversation (6.4.0). Soial dominane. Soial skills suha relationship planning.Soial interation tends to beome strutured. Strutural view of soial relationships. How haveinformation systems a�eted family struture and interation. Perhaps they have strengthened otherinstitutions whih serve some of the funtions that families used to serve. These many be thought ofas onstituting ommunity and ulture. People interat to develop shared meaning.Institution roles suh family, shool and professions provide struture. Soial interation as reating



5.1. Social Structures and Social Networks 155obligations and responsibilities.The aggregate soial interation is soiety. Interating with people is an inherent part of being human,but it an be seen as a bargain we aept { we aept soiety's rules in return for its bene�ts. Thisview of why we partiipate in soiety is known as the \soial ontrat" [16].Impression management revealing information to others. Impression management following roles [49].Roles as determines behavior versus a result of other fators.
Structure and Interpersonal InteractionThere are ommon elements to all soial groups; struture and shared expetations are suh elements,though they an take many forms. Eah group develops its own soial ontrat that spei�es the variousmember roles as they pertain to di�erent elements and/or responsibilities. It is not lear what e�etthe information systems have on soial interation in the long run. Can di�erent systems ounteratthe isolating e�ets of geographial separation? Do information systems help us to ommuniate betterwith the people around us, or do they usurp our attention? Division of labor. Soial representation.Strutural properties of graphs. Triadi losure.Soial balane theories[55] are related to the gestalt priniples whih we disussed earlier (4.2.1). This isillustrated in Fig. 5.2 and it is related to the earlier disussions of �eld theory and gestalt psyhology.Soiety an be viewed as a self-organizing system. The dynamis of suh balane theories rapidlybeomes more omplex if Pat is a woman and the others are men. Signed network.
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Figure 5.2: Two examples of stable valenced social networks. “Mutual admiration” (left) and “The enemy of my
enemy is my friend” (right). A “+” means likes and a - means dislikes.Some organizational strutures are better suited to ertain tasks, or ations. The theory of struturation[?, ?℄. proposes that the relationship between struture and ation (of any system involving people) isdynami | that is, one a�ets the other and vie versa. The struture of an organization will a�etthe way the intended task is arried out, but the task that is to be arried out will, in turn, a�etthe way an organization is strutured. Allowing for this relationship, the struture and proesses of anorganization with a given goal or task should be emergent; that is, they should be allowed to grow outof the demands of the task, while at the same time being stringent enough to aomplish the originalgoal. Intermediation between the soial and individual.

Family, Clan, Tribe, and CultureFamily support and interation. Emotional need satisfation. Complex relationships. Parents, values.Fators suh as imitation and familiarity are large determinants of learning. A type of soial apital
(5.2.1). These soial groups are based in biology, emotion, and those inlinations are further enhanedby interations suh as gift exhange.While some information systems have resulted in greater isolation among people; for instane, manypeople spend more time viewing television alone [84] and less time interating with eah other.On the other hand, many other information systems allow people to interat more easily with oneanother by means other than fae-to-fae interation. Closer family interation through video links.amily interation with through email. Family members who are physially separated an keep in touhwith eah other via omputer, while a remote Internet amera allows parents to see their hildren duringthe day at pre-shool. Family-entertainment games. Overall, interative information tehnology seems



156 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13to bring people together more than isolating them. E�ets of television viewing on soial attitudes[78].This type of anonymous interation has onsequenes.Supporting how hildren play together. Many forms of exhange in these soial interations inludingnuaned exhange of information.Home. Roles in household hores.Computer-mediated family ommuniation.

Figure 5.3: Chinese kinship (lower panel) relationships are much more specific and complex than those in Western
European cultures (upper panel). (redraw)

Figure 5.4: Ching ming.Extended families. Clans. Tribe. Culture (5.8.2). May have norms and rules of their own.
FriendshipPeople bond and form friendships. There is a Web of friendship. For both family and friends there area�etive relationships suh as aring, empathy, and jealousy. Simple fators suh as physial proximityis a signi�ant fator in friendship; distane an have a great e�et on the likelihood of interationbetween people [44](Fig. 5.5). It is easier to establish and maintain friendships when there is a physialpresene. Information systems have extended the opportunities for soial interation and overlaps in



5.1. Social Structures and Social Networks 157yber-spae an also lead to friendships. Physial proximity also has a big e�et on ollaboration amongresearhers [20].

Figure 5.5: To a surprising extent, friendship in an apartment complex is determined by simple factors such as
whether people’s apartments face each other. In the student housing complex shown in the picture, those students
whose apartment exits faced each other were more likely to be friends than those students whose apartments faced
away from the others (adapted from[44]). (check permission)Soiability is ongenial engagement in soial interation. Beyond simply ompleting tasks, people de-velop friendships, empathy, and perhaps ommunity. Soiability an simply be pleasurable. Informationexhange as a mehanism for soial bonding. On one hand, games an be very isolating. Some peoplespend hours playing games. However, some interative games and other types of soial interation sites,an inrease soiability [83]. Indeed, soiable displays failitate soial interation. However, there analso be negative soiability suh as spiteful omments and bak biting.Impression management for online presentation. Do we believe the information as entered?Mathmaking. Similarity predits long-term relationship suess. Nihe dating sites. Compatibilityindex and examples of ompatibility fators. Interpersonal attration. Sharing alendars.Language similarity ontributes to the stability of relationships. Relationship development. Bondingfrom sharing information. Soial skills (5.2.1). Soiability.

5.1.2. Social Rules and StructurationWhere do soial strutures ome from? Struture and funtion (1.6.3). Soial interations an be uidbut for most situations, we have expetation about how behavior. Typially, there are \rules" thatgovern group behavior and pratie. These rules may be tait (soial norms); or, they may be formalproedures instituted by an organization or even the written laws of the nation or state. These rules,formal (suh as the seond one below whih taken from Roberts Rules of Order) or otherwise, providestruture and for a group to funtion e�etively. Task groups also need to be e�etive at informationproessing. Ageny. Tradition. Adaptive struturation as hanges evolve.
I’m going to skip the remaining items on the agenda. I’ll assume that everyone agrees with them.
If you have questions, let me know by email.

2. What Precedes Debate. Before any subject is open to debate it is necessary, first, that a
motion be made by a member who has obtained the floor; second, that it be seconded (with certain
exceptions); and third, that it be stated by the chair, that is, by the presiding officer.

5.1.3. Social NetworksWe all have a irle of aquaintanes. We an think of these aquaintanes as forming a web ornetwork of soial ontats. Espeially if we fous on those ontat with whih we have a spei� typeof interation, we might think of the network of interations in formal terms. A soial network is
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Figure 5.6: Factors affecting adaptive structuration. (DeSanctis and Poole) (check permission) (redraw)sometimes onsidered in this formal sense and other times the notion is used more loosely. Interationwith some of those people is restrited to a spei� topi while with others we have a spetrum ofinterations. The strength of weak ties.
Formal Models of Social NetworksDesribing soial networks with graphs. Simple graph theory approah. These implement single-link-type soial networks. This is highly onstraining beause relationships among people a highly nuaned.Like a hypertext, the link is either present or absent. However, that is probably a simplisti model.Although the expression soial network is widely used, its de�nition is more omplex.A soial network may simple be formalized as mathing formal graph strutures. Friendship networks.AÆliation networks ( A.3.0).

Figure 5.7: Because social interactions are complex, a social network should be thought of as an idealization. Of
course, people are not all the same and the links between people are multifacetted. (redraw)While soial networks are often modeled with simple onnetions among undi�erentiated nodes, atualsoial networks involve many groups of people and di�erent ways of interating with them. Manyattempts have been made to develop formal desriptions of soial networks based on graph theory

( A.3.0). In some ases, there omplexity of soial relationships is redued to one dimension. Forinstane, a Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) network uses URIs to identify people and the mapping betweenpeople is aomplished through RDF. (2.3.3) (Fig. 5.8).Many fators a�et the developed of soial relationships suh as: proximity and eulture. Work relation-ships are often inuened by organizational strutures and professional relationship. Forming interestgroups and oalitions.To the extent we aept that soial networks are simple olletions of nodes and links, we an alulateproperties. For instane, we might haraterize the partiipants by their entrality in the network.
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<rdf/rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
xmlns:foaf=“http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/”>

<rdffoaf:Person>
<rdffoaf:name>Edd Dumbill</foaf:name>
<rdffoaf:mbox rdf:resource=“mailto:edd@xml.com” />

<rdf/foaf:Person>
<rdf/rdf:RDF>

Figure 5.8: Example of a FOAF network and fragment of RDF for it[7]. FOAF is often use for personal URIs. (redraw)
(check permission)People may try to move to the enter. This reates the self-organizing system ( A.10.4).Dynamis of soial networks. From soial networks to agent simulations. There an be multipleinterloking soial networks.

Spread of Information in a Social NetworkThere are several di�erent ways people get information from other people and for suh person-to-personommuniation, the struture of a soial network and a person's position in it a�ets the informationthey reeive. In terms of the the entire network, we an view di�usion of information. Consider theommuniative patterns of people in the hypothetial ommuniations network in Fig. 5.9. Medialinformation (9.9.0).Protools for oordinating ommuniation within a network.These variations in struture aross organizational boundaries have obvious impliations for manage-ment | managers must determine whether a more ontrolled or a more spontaneous environment t suitsthe goals of the group. Soial networks are not just passive, but may be atively developed. Informalsoial networks may be ultivated to obtain information that may exist outside normal organizationalhannels.Interation of groups of speialists whih have to work together but they do not have the same ter-minology. In some situations the information ows through the links but in other situations the basinetwork is not a good desription. When a new idea emerges, it spreads, or di�uses, aross individualsor aross group boundaries. People learn about it and aept it at di�erent rates, often at a rate thatdepends on their onnetivity. Di�usion of information is failitated by ommuniation, and, of ourse,the pattern of di�usion is a�eted by ommuniation patterns. Fig. 5.9 shows how information mightbe ommuniated by spreading person to person. Cultural hange. Beyond ommuniation, soialnetworks impose onstraints on their members. This is the \strength of weak ties".Dotors in small towns. Emergent phenomena. Viral ontagion and epidemis ( A.3.5). Gmail \Don'tforget Bob" servie. Information asades from di�usion �nally athing hold.
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Figure 5.9: Information may diffuse across networks of individuals. Information held by Person A can be communi-
cated through a series of individuals eventually reaching Person E.One example of di�usion within a de�ned group is how awareness of a proedure spreads through themedial ommunity. This an be ontrasted with how information spreads through the blogosphere,or Web log ommunity on the internet. In this example, information or awareness spreads almostexponentially as it pops up in di�erent forums and hat rooms aross the Internet ( A.3.5). Soialnetworking with tehnology. Information systems an greatly a�et soial interation. MySpae.As we suggested above, the simple view of soial networks is only a �rst approximation. In ourinformation-rih soiety, there are also other ways to get information suh as by broadast media.Spread of information by media.As we have seen with mobile networking Cellphones. Twitter. 140 harater limit. Miro-blogging.Twitter is ofter used for asking questions of a lose irle of friends. Frequent updates of data and lowpropagation delays.Fig. 5.10. (10.11.2).
Figure 5.10: The frequency of postings about a given topic are a function of two factors. The figure shows data
about items from the 2008 US Presidential Election. (from Kleinberg). (check permission)Rumors whih spread from person-to-person. are an example the di�usion of information; Urban leg-ends. Debunked at snopes.om. This is a type of viral dissemination and in some ases, it an bedesribed as an epidemi ontagion. Rumors regard something people are willing to believe. How-ever, this model is too simple; the spread of information may be seen as related to the spread of adisease (5.1.3). In fat, information di�usion is also a�eted by fators suh as the message and theommuniation hannels. Beause it ours like a disease spreading this is sometimes alled viral dis-semination. This ould be implemented in a whisper ampaign or it ould be irulated by blogs.Person-to-person information exhange is rarely the only was people get information. There are manytypes of ommuniation models. Miro-blogging.

5.1.4. Social MediaSoial media supports soial interation beyond simple ommuniation In many ases, soial media arebased on soial networks. Loation-based soial media. Coordination with traditional media. Soial



5.1. Social Structures and Social Networks 161searh. Sentiment analysis.Posting personal information on sites. Mining personal information. Soial media networks are di�erentfrom basi soial networks as they projet reommended links. Soial media as an extension of physialworld. See faes of the people you are linking to (Fig. 5.11). Greater ustomer feedbak and the haneto market goods through soial media.Personalized newspapers in the sense of telling you what your friends are doing.Real-time trends identi�ed from soial media. Mining soial media.Soial media and advertising based on knowledge of people the personal data people provide in thenetwork.Cliques and linking. Harassment. Cyber-bullying.Soial media and impression management. What people reveal about themselves.
Figure 5.11: Social networking sites allow people to specify sets of links.Some people reveal a lot about themselves in these sites and they forget that the information anoften be widely seen. Postings and links to friends may be systematially mined by either the platformprovider or by others who gain aess to it. Privay issues. Sraping personal information from soialmedia sites. Evolution of soial media networks. These also allow soial interation and building soialrelationships. Reiproity. Nihes.

Using Social Networks to Facilitate Social InteractionPlatform (7.8.2). Soial, mobile, loud. One-way links vs mutual (two-way) linking. Many advantagesof platforms in oordinating servies. This oordination ours both in terms of the ontent but alsoin terms of the usage. Designing soial networks and designing online ommunities (5.8.2).Soial media Networking to keep in touh with people. Citizen journalism (8.13.7). Twitter. Soial mediahave led to aggressive diret marketing to the voters. Soial media ontributes to viral marketing. Soialdeision making (8.4.3). Build by buzz and exlusion. How to get re-tweeted.
Supporting Sociable InteractionPostings on soial media sites as publishing. Soial gaming. These soial networks are di�erent fromnatural soial networks. Automated and immediate ommuniation with all friends. Supports soialexhange. Games (11.7.0). Fig. 5.12 Supporting soiable interation. From the gaming sites perspetive,the goal is often to get people to interat more to get them to reveal more personal and soial interationdetails and whih whih an be monitized through advertising.Self-improvement from soial interation even when it is omputer-mediated.User enrihed web resoures in whih people have added value to a repository suh as Anestry.om.Soial media approah to brand management.
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Figure 5.12: Farmville. (check permission).Crowd-powered systems.Initing violene or riminal ativity with mobile phones.Politial ativism with soial media. Failitate low-risk ativism.
Social Media Business ModelsBuilding loyalty to the site through engagement. Eventually want to monetize the assoiation. Opti-mizing metris to rate the rate of onversion from non-paying. Retention on site. Related to romantiMath making (5.1.1).Soial media analytis.Spreading opinions quikly. \Dell Hell" Controlling �restorms of negative publiity.Linking soial media to TV viewing. Commentary about TV shows.EdgeRank is a weighting formula for showing newsfeed messages. It weighs several fators from multiplesoures. Is a message from somebody you \like"? Have other people responded to a message?

Liking ∗ Goodpost ∗ How old (5.1)Searh from soial media (10.11.1). Failitating searh with soial networks. Questions sent to Faebookpages. Charateristis of di�erent soial media sites.Text data mining for soial web sites as a preditor of events and trends (10.5.0).Personal data in soial media sites has proven extremely valuable to advertisers.
5.1.5. ConnectivityModern information systems allow people to onnet in many ways suh as email, SMS, soial network-ing. Modality (5.6.5).Time management and prioritizing email based on understanding of user harateristis.Soial networks don't tell us about the amount or type of interation exhanged between people. Arosstime and spae.The Internet and mobile ommuniation devies have greatly expanded the speed and amount of on-netivity.Families ((se:families)) and onnetivity. Online ommunities.
5.2. Social CapitalSoial apital onsists of soial resoures whih help people to aomplish their goals. Soial apitalis distint from eonomi apital but it an, sometimes, translate into eonomi apital. Soial apital



5.2. Social Capital 163is often based on non-politial groups suh as the family but soial apital an sometimes blend intopolitial power There are several forms of soial apital based on soial relationships suh as inter-personal trust and reputation.
5.2.1. Social RelationshipsThere are two types of soial apital for relationships: Bonding and bridging [84]. Partiipation inommunities of pratie (5.8.2) an build soial apital. Soial skills suh as putting people at ease.These are soial resoures whih allow people to take advantage of soial interation. Some souresof soial apital inlude family, and physial proximity but soial apital an be built by networking.Soial apital as �lling holes in the soial network [32] and [31] (Fig. 5.13). In fat, we reognize theimportane of soial networking. Building soial apital from soial exhange.
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Figure 5.13: The person (P) on the right would be said to have more social capital than the person on the left
because that person connects more people. Indeed, social capital can be created by growing networks around
them.Centrality and position in soial networks.

5.2.2. Reputation
Personal and Organizational ReputationReputation are expetations about another person. be it the work they will do, the advie they mightgive, or the opinion they will hold. Reputation an a�et a person's position in soiety. A goodreputation leads to trust whih we disuss below. Reputation is ontext dependent. Organizationalreputation. Privay vs. reputation.Email phishing often depends on people having inadequate models for what is trustworthy [13]. Rep-utation and trust an also be attaked by smears. Rumors spread fast on the net. Sorting out whato�ers are believable an be a hallenge. Sams. There is a danger that reputation and trust an bemanipulated. Manipulating reputation and trust of on-artists. Whitewashing. Attaking a person'sreputation online is known as a \Joe job". Reputation improvement as a type of publi relations.For online interation, we often form a judgment about a person's reputation based on relatively littleevidene. Online ompanies, suh as online autions, whih onnet people to other people take steps tomake sure their buyers and sellers have a redible reputation. Many suh reputation systems are basedon history | buyers and sellers on aution sites have a generalized reord of their transations availableto the publi. If they have a history of making bad deals, people will be hesitant to do business withthem, and they may even be barred from using the system. Reputation management systems shouldnot be able to be spoofed. Nonetheless, it is possible to develop an elaborate sam for fraud. Bysetting up numerous bogus identities that all vouh for the superior harater of the target individualan individual's trust rating an be arti�ially inated. An individual ould buy and sell items to andfrom themselves over a period of time, thus arti�ially reating an exellent buyer/seller rating.Soial media bakground heks.Linking many soures of reputation together. Should ondut a type of due diligene.
Product and Service ReputationReputation requires great onsisteny in performane and outomes. Reputation allows people to hold



164 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13people or organizations responsible. Professional reputation.A brand name is developed by having a reputation for ful�lling promises, providing quality information,or delivering a good produt, A brand name an provide evidene of preditable levels of quality (8.12.5),and boosts user/buyer on�dene. Thus, branding plays a large role in maintaining user loyalty [90].Branding involves both a onsistent produt and a onsistent message about that produt. Brandingin a market nihe often ommands a premium prie. While a brand is a valuable asset, it's value anbe lost by mismanagement. Brand ontrol versus interative brand development through soial media[?℄.Attempts to provide a quantitative system for reputation (5.2.2) for establishing trust inlude metrissuh as Karma points. Reputation eonomis. Points eonomy. Eonomy of reognition (Fig. 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Reputation ratings from eBay. (check permission)

5.2.3. TrustReputation is one fator whih enable trust. Emotional aspetsof trust and rational/tehnologialaspets. Trust is the expetation that other soial agents will do what they have ommitted to doing.Trust from reliable proedures.Pereption of trust is naturally related to reputation. While people often do what they are promise, andto funtion in soiety we need trust. However, people an't always be trusted. Trust from professionalstatus (e.g., information professionals). Ultimately, trust stems from reiproal power. Trust fromhaving a way to get revenge - a balane of power.Contrat example.Trust is often the result of onstrains outside a given interation. One of the foundations for trustis family and other soial ties. Trust from a ontrat (8.11.5). But, of ourse, that ontrat must beenforeable. Many appliations whih need trust. Trusted systems (8.5.4). Trust for douments andreords (7.5.1).Trust from spot heking atual results. Trust information organization, sharing, and prioritization.Trusted Information Soures: Reputation is developed by good praties, whih signal a respet forquality information. Information soures should be ited, and there should be an indiation that theinformation is timely. Pereption of trust. Authorities. Referene works.
Interpersonal TrustThere are many other soures of trust. Past experiene with a person (agent) often give us trust.Likewise, ultural similarity may also give a sense of trust. There an also trust for organizations



5.3. Social Control 165provided they earn it. We onsider many soures of evidene when deiding about trust whether itis trusting a person or trusting information. However, many of these are subjetive and depend, forinstane, on attribution (5.5.2). Furthermore, as we noted earlier, suh subjetive trust an be abusedwith a systemati attempt at distortion. Knowing the history of a resoure { its provenane { is essentialfor trusting it.Trust is essential for soial interation. We often need laws to bak up trust and reputations. Trustingwhat other people say [107]. Many organizations or systems an be, and often are, trusted on the basisof reputation without diret individual ontat.Trusting friends based on a network of soial relationships. Value of verbal ommitments and promises.At the interpersonal level, trust is a matter of pereption and attributions (5.5.2) | if we like someone, wemight trust them in spite of our own better judgment. When people at in soial situations, other peoplemay form opinions of them; a person's reputation is the impression of that person held by others. Thisreputation is dependent to a large degree on the trust whih is assoiated with them. Trust is typiallyestablished from a ombination of two things: assoiation with or reommendation from another trustedindividual, or past behavior. Reputation management systems trak eletroni reputations, and theytypially work on one or both of the previously mentioned priniples (reommendation or history).Developing proedures whih reate trusting interations among people. It is diÆult, if not impossible,to funtion in soiety without trust. That trust an also be abused.
Formal Models of Trust and Trusted SystemsReputation and a history of providing aurate information help to establish trust with the publi.Trusted systems (8.5.4). When institutions and laws help to build trust, people are more willing topartiipate with them. Eommere appliations for trust (8.12.5). Seurity and banking supported byinstitutional metris suh as audits.Informal trust is often not enough, stronger soial onstraints suh as legally enfored ontrats (8.11.5) havebeen developed. A ontrat has expliit onsequene for ations. With formal mehanisms (suh asenforeable ontrats) trust an be propagated from one entity to others. If I trust you, then peoplewho trust me may also trust you. Chain of trust. Fig. 5.15

A
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Figure 5.15: Chain of trust. A and B trust each other and B and C trust each other. Should A and C trust each
other? For instance, if I am a trusted computer user on system A should I also be a trusted user on system C?

5.2.4. Managing Online Reputation
5.3. Social ControlRewards vs oerive ontrol. Groups have many ways to ontrol their members suh as ensure,punishment, and eonomi ontrol. Bullying.
5.3.1. Norms and Social PracticesNorms are expetations people have about appropriate soial behavior. Norms help to maintain soialstruture and ulture. Eah ulture has its own onventions for proper ondut (5.8.2). The di�erenesmay be relatively small, suh as the topial di�erenes that exist between Western European ultures,or they may be more signi�ant, like the di�erenes between Middle Eastern and Western Europeanultures. Members of a partiular ulture (5.8.2) take in these onventions through the proess ofsoialization.



166 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Networks and interrelationships of norms in shaping soiety. Norms for information behavior. Norms,as the name implies, are the expeted behaviors in soiety and ulture. There are norms for privay
(8.3.1), for ourteous behavior, and for deeny. of ourse, not everyone in a soiety agrees aboutor follows all norms. Thus, they are, roughly, the average attitude of the people who make up asoiety. Ultimately, some norms are formalized as rules and laws (8.5.1). Norms for ulture. Norms andonversation (6.4.1). Norms provide expetations whih help us understand situations.Individual behavior is often the result of a balane between personal attitudes and soial norms. Withinany soiety, individuals exhibit varying degrees of deviane from the norms or onventions. While someindividuals may deviate in small, and in many ases almost un-notieable, ways from the averageonventions of soiety, other individuals exhibit more extreme forms of deviation. Typially, theseindividuals attrat the attention of the soiety or ommunity at large, whih then attempts to enforeits norms through soial disapproval and/or santions.Norms often provide simpli�ed deision rules for omplex situations. They an propagate a ulture'svalues. Some norms are followed for ommuniation interations suh as telephone alls and letters.In the same way, Email, a relatively new ommuniation medium, is beginning to develop onventionsthat ditate its proper use. Netiquette desribe the onventions of Internet use. And, though it is a newmedium and its onventions are in ux, there is already disussion about what onstitutes deviationfrom the norms of the internet ommunity; what materials are allowed to be posted, and what ationsonstitute a rime. Over time, the onventions that develop will beome more solidi�ed and aepted,perhaps forming an amalgamation of di�erent ultural norms from around the world. However, it isworth noting that not all traditions are onstrutive.Norms and ulture frequently hange. Indeed, it's harateristi of human soiety that one generationreates a new ulture for the next generation.Deviane is straying from a ultural norm.Norms in virtual worlds and with multi-agent systems.
5.3.2. Social PowerFore versus persuasion.
5.3.3. DisinformationPeople often have very di�erent explanations of an event. This may simply be beause people havevery di�erent belief systems, beause self-presentation and persuasion are very human ativities, orperhaps even maliious obfusation and distortion. Many people do not fous on obtaining aurateinformation.Di�ering viewpoints versus intentional disinformation.Argumentation an go beyond a person's onsidered opinion. The are situations where there are stronginentives to lie and heat. Indeed, they often distort it. It may reet an aggressive ampaign ofdisinformation.Managing publi opinion (8.4.3). Out-right aggression.There are many strategies for deeiving people beyond simply lying.Information will often be manipulated and distorted to meet people's goals. Even if there isn't outrightdeeption, people often aept simple narratives or those that are onsistent with their prior beliefs
(4.5.0). There are many examples of distortion. In synhronous interation, there are many attributeswhih are diÆult for a ommuniator to ontrol. What's a lie anyway. Lies versus saving fae.Politiians often seem to indue onfusion by over-simpli�ation of a omplex issue. Similarly, they mayattempt to frame the debate { that is to emphasize partiular issues and alternatives { with perspetives



5.3. Social Control 167in their favor. Apply persuasion and attitude hange tehniques. People may have an inentive to useambiguous ategories. For instane, Robin Hood is viewed as either a hero or a riminal.
obfuscation examplePartial truths, Snow jobs. Inventing words or using ommon words with a non-standard meaning.Seleting presentation of information. Intentional distortion of information. Attitudinal hange (4.5.2).Distortion of information in organizations. In a ompetitive situation, knowledge gamesmanship (8.13.3).Gaming the system. \Human beings are a politial animal". Inentives for distortion. Suh as by on-men (Fig. 5.16). At the extreme, this may inlude outright lying.

Figure 5.16: In a confidence game, the con-man attempts to gain the trust of the mark. The Sting portrays an
example of a long con. That is a particularly involved con job. (check permission)Several steps may help to minimize false persuasion. Holding people aountable for their ations.Separating opinion and persuasion from fat. Roles, suh as journalism, whih promote a neutralperspetive. Compensate for distortions via information and media literay (5.12.2).Beause of these tendenies, organizations an beome badly distorted and mismanaged. They may nothave e�etive internal hek and balanes. Reward strutures in organizations an also alter the orga-nizational ulture, and organizational funtions and eonomi onsiderations may a�et the adoption oftehnology. \Who does the work and who gets the redit" is a ommon question regarding the introdu-tion of anything, but partiularly a new tehnology, whih alters the status quo [52]. These fators willalter an individual's pereption of how an organization works, or prevent them from atually oneivinga pereption in the �rst plae, and an unsuitable reward struture an hange views of whether or notan organization is \fair". Employees who view an organization as unfair, and are skeptial about therewards and punishments of sharing information, generally won't share that information.Group and organizational gamesmanship. Corruption. Non-transparent. Meetings held in seret.Government ontrats and agreements not made publi.Organizations are made up of individuals. Individual information behavior within ompartmentalizedorganizations often leads to \information hoarding". This ours when individuals in organizations havediÆulties sharing information. These diÆulties an be the result of organizational poliy regardingsuh matters, but an also be an individual response to the overall organizational ulture. Sientistssharing data (9.6.4).Intentional distortion of information as gamesmanship. There are some ommon ways information isdistorted suh as with false rhetori, invalid logi, and misleading statistis. Hoaxes.

5.3.4. Crime and Cyber-crimeThere are many ways that information systems will failitate riminal ativity. Failitate by mobilityand remote interation. Dark market for exhange of illiitly obtained information. Deviane.
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ScamsThese are often for �nanial gain or to failitate other riminal ativity. Attaks exeuted throughthe network or on information obtained through the network. Cyberrime and netwar are inreasinglyintertwined. Cyberrime and spam. Digital forensis (7.10.3). Money laundering.419 sam. Identity theft. RealID. Advane-fee sam. Stolen redit ards.Zombies.
Fraud and Fraud DetectionBanking and other �nanial transations generate extensive reords (4.4.4, 7.4.1). These reords needto be managed aurately and eÆiently, as mistakes will erode the trust of users. Baking reords,ombined with data mining tehniques, an help to prevent fraud. These reords may be mined (9.6.3) todetermine, whether a redit ard has been stolen and is being used by an unauthorized person. Adatabase ontaining reords of a onsumer's purhase history may be analyzed to determine if theirbuying patterns have hanged dramatially. Based on the suspiious pattern, a redit ard ompanymight ontat the ardholder to inquire whether the purhases shown in Fig. 5.17 should be authorized.Suh judgments would be enhaned by rih data about a person's past preferenes, in e�et reatingmodels of ustomers; of ourse, raises privay onerns (8.3.1). A real system would also onsider theindividual's history (4.10.2). Indeed, reality is a lot more omplex and there may be legitimate butunexpeted patterns of use. However, this an also be seen as algorithmi surveillane. Indeed, thereare dangers of false ausations from purely automati methods.

Date Time Purchase Amount Location

Jan. 1 2007 7 AM automobile tire $120 Jacksonville, FL

Jan. 1 2007 6 PM gasoline $24 Raleigh, NC

Jan. 1 2007 11 PM 17 hams $267 Richmond, VA

Figure 5.17: Is this a suspicious pattern of credit card purchases which might indicate fraud? Could a general
program be developed to detect such cases?

Figure 5.18: Fraudulent will.

CorruptionCorruption is violation of established organizational or government proedures. It is e�etively an adho tax on produtivity. However, it is diÆult to de�ne as it is diÆult to agree on what onstitutesproper proedures. Cronyism. Strong institutions help to minimize orruption. Free press and a reliablereords system (7.4.1), an help �ght orruption.Corruption ends up as a drag on e�etive funtioning on soiety. It often results from the ontrol ofinformation. Ideally all government information suh as budgets, taxes, and regulations would be fullyand learly available for publi aess. Bene�ial e�ets of freedom of information and transparenyin �ghting orruption. ipaidbribe Web site.
5.4. Social Data and Computational Sociology
5.4.1. Characterizing the Behavior of PeopleHuman mobility analysis.
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5.4.2. Social Data and Social PredictionsSoial network and soial media data.
5.4.3. Social SimulationsCrowds. Individuals may show unpreditable behavior or but the average behavior of a rowd mayshow typial emergent behavior. There are inreasing attempts to simulated the behavior of rowdsand of individuals in rowds (Fig. 5.19). Arti�ial psyhology (4.7.0). Agent-based models ( A.10.4).

Figure 5.19: Actual crowd behavior in a panic (left) and a simulation of a crowd (center), and battle scene from Lord
of the Rings in which the individual characters are algorithmically controlled. (check permission)

5.4.4. Computational SociologyMulti-agent systems (7.7.8) whih explore issues of soial organization and interation. Alife ( A.10.4).Community behavior modeling.
Figure 5.20: Agent societies.

5.5. Participation in SocietySoial praties. Learning as soial partiipation. Soialization.
5.5.1. Self, Roles, and Identity

SelfIndividuals in soiety form a sense of self.\ Self emerges when a hild understands that he or she isdistint from their environment. The \self" helps to mediate and internalize the soial world[72]. Eahof us has an identity that we all \I," whih is separate from the rest of the world. However, visions ofthe self are often primarily soial; that is, we frequently understand ourselves by omparison to others:whereas that person is tall, I am short; whereas that person is sel�sh, I am generous. Regulation ofa�et leads to the developed of the self. Self as a narrative (6.3.6), Personal information management
(4.11.0).The self is also onstruted and projeted into a soial environment. We may be onerned with theway others see us | \Do I appear enthusiasti?" or \Do I appear greedy?" | and we adapt ourselvesaordingly. \Impression management" desribe how we often manage soial interations so that weontrol people's impressions of us. \Saving fae" is an example of this; doing (or not doing) somethingthat one does not want (or wants) to do simply beause the ation (or ination) will help to preservetheir image in the eyes of others [49].



170 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13People's self-reports are often inaurate. Self-narratives are the stories people tell themselves. (6.3.6).These is some basis in neurosiene [108]. These stories may be distorted and inaurate. Indeed, theyare greatly a�eted by our soial ontext. They are interrelated with the stories and impressions wehave. Personal narratives.Identity, spae and time and ulture. \home".
Roles, Role Playing, and IdentityIdentity and roles. Role-playing games (11.7.0). A variety of types of roles. Brain siene and identity

[43]. Roles versus onstraints. Self-presentation.Virtual identities are personae a user may adopt in a virtual environment (Fig. 5.21); these roles anbe adopted in muh the same way that an ator adopts haraters. In a sense, these non-task-orientedsessions may allow partiipants to role play; in many ases, an assumed identity may have nothing todo with a person's true identity [100]. This pratie has been seen to have both positive and negativeaspets. On the one hand, it allows people the freedom to experiment as di�erent haraters. Manypeople have advoated this as an opportunity for individuals to beome omfortable with an identity inan anonymous environment before expressing it in the real world, or that one expressed in this \safe"environment, they may no longer feel a desire to at on that personality in the real world. However,ritis have pointed out that no environment is truly \safe," and ations taken an have real-worldimpliations. The adoption of various roles an be deeptive, and violates ertain innately held soialbeliefs that we have regarding aountability for ation. Spatial aspet of virtual worlds. Guided toursthrough virtual spae.
Figure 5.21: Options for selecting characters for Second Life. (check permission)Taller avatars and players reation to them.Construting meaning. Culture as framing identity. Narrative and life story [71].Extended sense of self to inlude attahment to a onstellation of objets [?℄. Evoative objets. A�et

(4.6.2).Ators mimiking the identity of the people they are portraying.
5.5.2. Social Perception and Social Impression Formation: Attribution of Intention
and Responsibility

Social Categorization and PerceptionCategorization (2.1.1). [28] Soial ategorization. Pros and ons. Making generalizations based on justa few attributes. Stereotypes. Traits. A�etive input as groups. Emotion and attribution. Inevitablebut many onsequenes. Many examples: Disiplines. Relassi�ation an be a way to rede�ne soialpratie. Boundary objets and ommunities of pratie.DiÆulties of validity in applying any stereotypes.Kinship (5.1.1).
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AttributionPeople are highly tuned to what other people are doing. We naturally make attributions about theauses and reasons for that other person's ations. Indeed, people are highly tuned to other people'sbehavior and are ontinually looking for the auses of that behavior. Empathy (5.5.3). What is a persondoing and why are they doing it.Stereotypes. Plan reognition (3.7.2). Theory of mind/behavior ((se:theorymind)). Modeling attribu-tions. Mental models applied to soial interation.Expression reognition.Earlier we onsidered pereived ausation for physial objets (4.4.2). Analysis of \what is going on here".We are �nely tuned to what people typially do in given situations. We have strong expetations aboutwhat is reasonable and we make judgments about them based on those expetations.The ausation of soial ativities is partiularly omplex. As highly soial beings people almost ontinu-ally evaluate what other people are doing. When we see another person, we tend to form an impressionof what they are trying to do | their intention. Suppose we saw a person breaking into a ar: is thatperson trying to steal the ar or just getting at keys that are loked inside? There are many ues wemay use. Our analysis of another person's intentions depends on our estimates of the probability ofertain ations. These probabilities are a�eted by fators suh as our understanding of soial normsand how muh is known about the person in question aross a number of situations. Attributions andmodels of others. Attributions are often based on little evidene. This is part of what draws peopleinto on-jobs.Causation (4.4.2). Attribution and redit assignment. Self-attribution [77]. Cognitive fators in attribu-tion. Is a payment reasonable for an ativity? If not then the payment may not be pereived as anappropriate reward. Legal onept of proximate ause.When we see unexpeted behaviors, we look for explanations for them. Thus, if we see a person givingmoney to a shop keeper to pay for an item, we do not think muh about it. However, we may besurprised if we see a person intentionally inging money into the street. Suh expetations help usdetermine whether a person is responsible for an ation. Judgments of normative behavior is a type ofplan reognition (3.7.2). Narrative explanations (6.3.6) and irumstantial evidene. One ommon typeof attribution is judge responsibility.
5.5.3. Social Motivation: Binding and CohesionEarlier we onsidered motivation (4.6.0) but didn't fous on the soial dimension. Of ourse, there aremany types of soial motivation:Approval. A�etion. Traditions, memorials. Breaking bread. Gossip. Maliious gossip. Informationsharing. Nuaned information sharing. Seletive dislosure of information to other people. A�et
(4.6.2).Empathy is feeling emotions similar to those felt by another person. Mirror neurons. Soial brain
( A.12.2). Empathy from maternal are. Arti�ial empathy (Fig. 5.22). Horror movies. Empathy and alose ommunity.
5.5.4. Social Learning and ImitationWhen we interat with other people we learn about them and we also learn more about how to atin soial situations { known as soial learning ( A.12.2). A lot of soial learning is simply wathing tosee how other people do things. Looking up beause other people are looking up. In some ases, thelearning seems to be more diretly wired in. This may inlude important skills suh as self-regulation,delay of grati�ation [73], arousal management (4.6.2), ulture learning (5.8.2).Soial learning takes plae in many ways; the experiene we gain from interating with others individ-
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Figure 5.22: Instilling empathy. (check permission)ually, as groups, observing others and the images, fats, and values that we are exposed to from themedia and soiety as a whole all ontribute to our soial learning. We will disuss di�erent aspets ofsoial learning and how eah may add to our individual understanding of our environment. Viariouslearning and imitation. One way we learn about how to behave in soiety is by observing and thenimitating other people[26]. Children learn by imitating their parents. Imitation serves both learning andsoial bonding. By observation, individuals begin to understand what is allowed in soiety and whatis deemed improper | imitation is the enatment of these understandings. Thus initiation ontributesto fads, and hysterias.Even adults may imitate what they see on TV, read about in magazines, or experiene in media games.Indeed, people sometimes treat omputers as though they were soial ators. Modeling behavior.
Figure 5.23: Imitation and social learning. (check permission)

5.5.5. Social Navigation, and Social Filtering: Recommend er SystemsA reommender system makes suggestions about ontent that may be of interest to a user.
Public RecommendationsLike button. Used in soial searh (10.11.1).
Information ReferralsOne type of reommendation is interpersonal and is based on the knowledge of preferenes or roleof olleagues. A set of olleagues an be a type of soial network. This is a type of ollaborativeinformation retrieval. [50] (Fig. 5.24). \Hey look at this." Re-tweets.

Figure 5.24: Collegial referral.

Anonymous RecommendationsThe suggestions are often based on ratings and usage by others. Reommender systems may also beused to generate personalized advertisements targeted to spei� individuals or groups. Relevane and



5.5. Participation in Society 173reommendation system. People like you. How friendship networks behave. Usage information is nowwidely inorporated in many servies.In a seond type of reommender system, the data is anonymous. Typially, these are ratings thatother people make about it. Indeed, these rating are a type of representation. People's use of par-tiular materials or partiular types of materials is measured, and that measure is used to determinelikely preferenes for additional materials. In most ases, retrieval and �ltering are based on mathingattributes of the douments. By measuring the preferenes for a partiular lass of douments (saymovies, for example) of a large number of people aross wide segments of a ommunity, patterns ofpreferene are able to be determined. If you and I onsistently like the same kinds of movies, and Ilike a new movie, there is a good hane that you also will like that new movie. This approah workfor multimedia douments from whih it is diÆult to extrat mathable symbols. This is the mostuseful method for retrieving aestheti ontent preferenes in formats suh as entertainment videos [56]and musi [91]. There are also obvious appliations for this tehnology in targeted advertising.Prediting hidden interests.Behavior modi�ation through gami�ation.This is a type of soial medium for soial metadata. To make aurate preferene assessments, however,it is neessary to ollet data from many people; unfortunately, the olletion proess may be intrusive.In the video example, individuals need to rate a large number of videos for the system to be e�etive.This type of data may be olleted diretly (expliitly) or indiretly (impliitly). Fig. 5.25 showshypothetial preferene ratings on seven items (olumns) by four users (rows). In addition, three of thefour users have rated the hypothetial target item. If we want to predit user 4's rating of the targetitem, we ould look at whih of the other user's ratings for the other items were most similar to user4's. When we do this, we an see that the ratings of User 1 are similar; thus, we might expet thatUser 4's rating of the target item would also be omparable to that of User 1.
Video

1 2 3 4 5 6 Target

1 9 1 4 8 3 0 2
Person 2 3 0 9 2 3 8 1

3 2 8 7 9 3 1 7
4 8 3 3 7 8 2 ?

Figure 5.25: Hypothetical ratings of seven items by four users. What is the prediction of the preferences of Person
4 on the target video?Correlations are a partiularly e�etive method for alulating reommendations aross registered users.Fig. 5.26 shows the pair-wise orrelations for all the users. Correlations range from −1.0 (perfetlyunorrelated) to +1.0 (perfetly orrelated). We an on�rm our impression about users 1 and 4 bynoting that the orrelation between their sores is +0.74.

User
1 2 3 4

User 1 -
2 -0.14 -
3 +0.10 -0.40 -
4 +0.74 -0.49 -0.11 -

Figure 5.26: Correlations between the user ratings in Fig. 5.25. The large correlations suggest strong similarity (or
dissimilarity) which can be useful for making preference predictions?While the orrelation between Users 1 and 4 is the strongest, some of the other orrelations are alsosubstantial, albeit negative. User 3 tends to predit the opposite of User 4 (orrelation of -0.49). Thus,



174 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13we might also expet that these two would also di�er on the target. While User 3's rating for thetarget is high, we would expet User 4 to be low. However, the ratings of User 2 and User 4 were alsonegatively orrelated, but User 2's rating of the target was low, whih appears inonsistent with thepreditions about the target obtained from Users 1 and 3. For muh larger problems suh as the Netixprize; apply methods suh as those used for text proessing.Although reommender systems fous on omparisons aross people, they an also be used to examineomparisons aross douments (suh as books or videos) when linked by individual preferene. Fig. 5.27shows a map generated by individual seletion of two books | \an individual who bought book `X'also bought book `Y.' The dots on the map represent book `Y.' Notie that two lear groups of booksemerge, representing a user (buyer) purhase pattern. Presumably, this reets belief systems (4.5.0).More omplex reommendations [12]. Filter bubble. Impliations of reommendations for eommere.

Figure 5.27: A 2-D visualization of book preferences based on co-purchases[64]. There is a clear separation of
books by political orientation. (check permission)Online ratings. Tend to be positive. Self-seleting population of raters. Produt rating site.Dimensionality redution applied to preferenes. Referene itation (10.10.2) networks an also be usedas reommender systems; by harting the patterns of who ites whom, it is possible to determine areasof interest between di�erent researhers. The same is true of Web sites.Serendipity. Diversity of reommendations is desirable.

5.6. Small Groups and Computer-Supported Collaborative Wo rkPeople are soial reatures | we bond, interat, and ompete. From these interations, we form groups,organizations, ultures, and soieties. All of these shared endeavors involve the exhange of informationin some form, often with other members of a group. People often form groups to omplete tasks. Somegroups, like military patrols, are highly organized and regimented. Others, like a group of friends whomeet for lunh, are informal. Beause some groups adopt formal strutures, we an examine how welldi�erent strutures a�et the ompletion of di�erent tasks, and we an look at the proesses thesegroups adopt. Some soial strutures more suited to aomplishing ertain types of tasks. Sometimes,groups are a part of larger soial units suh as organizations (5.7.0) or ommunities (5.8.2). This analso a�et how a group is organized and how well it funtions. Find levels of ontinuity in task-oriented group ativities. Groups o-onstruting knowledge. Shared resoures. Computer-supportedooperative work (CSCW). A�etive feeling of working with the group and separating a�et from thegroups needs. Individual approahes and group omposition. Development of a group ulture whihinludes ways of speaking and interating. Ultimately, this leads to the development of ommunities ofpratie (5.8.2).Conformity. Group-think. Meeting > Task > Projet > Organization
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Figure 5.28: A flock of geese on land (left) are less structured but some groups have a clear structure like the geese
in flight (right) (check permission)(get new photos).

5.6.1. Group Structure: Roles and RulesWhen groups of people work together in teams they develop di�erent roles. These are not unlike broadersoial roles but they are more foused on the ativities at hand. These roles a�et the ommuniationand interation patterns whih are inter-related with the group struture. Fig. ?? displays two extremesof group struture. On the left, all the interation is mediated by the person in the enter. On the rightthere is no suh entralized organization, and interation is possible at all levels. Group ommuniationstruture helps to determine the information ow and deision proesses. However, the omposition ofthe group is also a fator. This is an example of struturation (5.1.2).Struturation. Creating groups whih an e�etively solve problems.Roles may be formal (expliit) or informal (impliit). Formal roles are generally well-established andare assoiated with spei� responsibilities for supporting the organization's goals (5.7.2). There mayalso be informal roles in unstrutured soial interation. Some people may be the \sounding-board"or the \lown". The leader, or in some ases the group as a whole, ensures that the desired goals arebeing aomplished. Managers are often leaders, but \leadership" is distint from management. In aformal setting, this speialization is a learly de�ned role. Groups often have a task leader who movesthe group toward its goal, and a soial leader who failitates relationships within the group. We willrevisit several of these issues later when onsidering organizations (5.7.2). However, in small informalgroups, the roles are uid. Role-playing games (11.7.0).
Group Processes and Decision MakingThe group dynamis of juries are legendary. Jury deliberation is perhaps the most distilled and pro-totypial example of group deision making. This is one example of soial deision making. In a juryroom, a small group of people has a pool of shared knowledge, and they must analyze that knowledgeand reah a onsensus. Groups di�er in the ease with whih they reah onsensus. Group opinionsinterat with group tasks. Building shared understanding among group members. Indeed, the proe-dures and artifats of the group themselves hannel e�etive outomes. This is often referred to asdistributed ognition. Interpersonal persuasion within the group.When groups are engaged in a task, the members of the group bring di�erent bakground but the grouprequires oordination to funtion e�etively. like individuals they generally follow a Look→Decide→Doproess. That proess might be modi�ed or expanded slightly to aommodate the group dynami(Fig. 5.30). Problem solving (3.7.1). Following this model, the jury would analyze the task before them(to reah a deision), ollet the information (the evidene presented to them), formulate resolutions(state their opinions and the reasons for them), and vote. This proess may be more or less regimentedfor di�erent groups and situations, but the proess is very thorough and deisions made by small groupsan be better than deisions made by individuals. This may be attributed to the mixing of deision-making proesses (3.4.1) with soial dynamis, whih fores individuals to formulate their rationales indi�erent ways, thus allowing them to more losely analyze their own position. Strutured disussionsan help a group to omplete tasks (3.4.3) by helping the group to navigate e�etively the steps of the
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Figure 5.29: Group decision processes are evident in jury deliberations as has been illustrated by many movies.
Here is a frame from the film classic 12 Angry Men. In this movie, one juror gradually persuades the others to his
point of view. (different picture) (check permission)mental model. There has to be some ommonality and overlap of onepts between members of thegroup. This allows individuals to better understand their own role within the group by understandingthe roles of others. Collaborative information retrieval (10.3.2).

Analyze the problem
?
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?
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?
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�

Figure 5.30: Stages in group problem solving. Note the similarity to the Look→Decide→Do process.

Changing Group OpinionsThe opinions of the group evolve through interation. Indeed, the tendeny is for groups to shift theiropinions over the ourse of disussion to more extreme positions ompared to the original average ofthe group; this is known as the \risky shift" or \group polarization" phenomenon [97]. When an indi-vidual attempts to highlight the di�erenes between their position and a di�erent, perhaps ompetingposition, they are likely to phrase their argument in an extreme, polarized way. Having ommittedto the argument, however, an individual is loath to modify it while a part of the group, even thoughindividually they may think it is a little extreme. This overlaps with the models of attitude hange wehave disussed for individuals (4.5.2). This may make it diÆult to develop a onsensus within a group.There are developed tehniques that may make it easier to do this, however. Taking an initial surveypartiipant's positions helps to prevent the adoption of more extreme views, and fostering onstrutive,strutured dialog helps to maintain group fous on the task at hand.
Shared Representations and Shared KnowledgeShared knowledge also inludes shared proedures. Distributed ognition. Instantiation of sharedknowledge in artifats with varying degrees of formality. Coneptual models (4.4.1)and shared oneptualmodels.Individual with knowledge: One or more individuals know the answer to a question.Interloking knowledge: Di�erent people in the group have di�erent parts of the answer.Group has e�etive proesses: The group an �nd or derive the answer.Suppose we ask a group or organization to answer a question. Even if no one person knows the entireanswer, the group may be able to synthesize the answer, or the group may have proedures that allowit to develop an answer. Just beause one person in the group has a good answer, it does not mean



5.6. Small Groups and Computer-Supported Collaborative Work 177that the group as a whole will ome up with the right answer. That is, there is shared knowledge arossmembers of the group. Indeed, there are several senses in whih knowledge an be shared. The groupmay develop ommon proedures for aomplishing tasks. Or, they may have ommon reords.
5.6.2. CSCW, Collaborative Task Environments and Socialbl e SystemsInformation systems an enhane group interation. Small group interation is supported by CSCWsystems. Organizational interation is, typially, supported by knowledge management systems (7.3.1).Using various information systems, ollaboration between individuals an be distributed in both spaeand time [2]. Beause the ost and e�ort of travel an be substantial, ollaborative systems, sometimesalled \groupware," an be extremely ost e�etive. Email an failitate disussion between partiipantsspread over the entire world at di�erent times of the day. Other ollaborative software aims to failitateknowledge building by maintaining a reord or log of onversations or work performed on an internetportal. This is termed omputer-supported ooperative work (CSCW).Collaborative information seeking.De�ning how work an be aomplished, espeially distributed work. Artiulation work [46]. Artifatsand environments. Group interation an be nuaned and shift rapidly. Collaboration in siene (9.2.3).Co-evolution from synergies among partiipants.Work praties desribe what people atually do to aomplish tasks. This is often rather di�erentfrom the formal spei�ation of the work (3.5.1). Generally should math work pratie to omputersupport. Co-evolution of work praties and system apabilities. Moreover, the both the work and thesystem apabilities will hange and the other omponents need to adapt.

Figure 5.31: Coordinating the activities of a medical team in a hospital emergency room is so complex and has so
many exceptions that it is not yet able to be automated very well. (check permission)Collaborative Information Behavior. Building shared understandings. Collaborative simulation.CSCW (5.6.2). Collaboration. Remote ollaboration and soial interation. The tehnology allows this,but is it a good idea?Collaborative environments. Collaboration platform. This environment uses a desktop as a spatialmetaphor for the interfae; partiipants an ollaborate, douments an be shared, and ad hoc workgroups an be onstruted. Sharing resoures.Sharepoint. Telework.Creating awareness of o-workers. Collaborative operating piture.Interfaes for ollaborative design (5.6.2).Collaborative information environments (10.3.2).
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(7.9.6) we onsider various models of soial interation in the next hapter. Designing soial interationpatterns and roles while also designing the information system.Partiipants need mental models of the tasks and of the other players. Versus oÆe automation.Information management for many types of ollaboration.Problem of groupthink.Inludes oordination among players.Spontaneous distributed oordination for awareness of what other team members are doing.Soial interation an be a�eted by the tehnologies mediating it. On one hand, tehnology an limitthe rihness of the interation. On the other hand, the human ativity will often adapt to onstraintstake advantages of opportunities.Struturation and the organization of meetings.Collaborative task analysis.
5.6.3. Supporting Face-to-Face Meetings and Co-located Co llaborationInformation systems an failitate many aspets of group interation, inluding meetings. The purposeof meetings is to aomplish goals. Often, the goal of a meeting may be to determine a strategy toaomplish a larger goal. Managing a disussion and keeping a ivil disourse. Nonetheless, informationsystems an help. Determining the tasks. Strutured, possibly task-oriented, disussion A little later,we will onsider distributed meetings (5.6.6).Supporting the dynamis of fae-to-fae, small-group interation an be invaluable in the artiulation ofthe group's shared work objets, the aomplishment of its tasks, and in failitating the group proessitself. They allow people to sit together and olletively work to get something done. Fae-to-faemeetings, however, go beyond mere verbal ommuniation. Body language and eye ontat an bejust as ommuniative as words, often unonsiously so. Observing eye gaze an be useful in judgingan individual's interest during a meeting, espeially as the thread of onversation shifts quikly arossindividuals and topis. Analyzing partiipant attention using information reording devies an helpto determine what portions of a meeting are e�etive. One way to inrease attention is to use wall-size displays or white-board displays around whih people gather for demonstrations or ollaboration(Fig. 5.32). Collaborative interfaes. Awareness of what other team members and what they are doing.Collaborative work spaes. Awareness of o-workers. Failitating the ohesion and funtioning of agroup.Meeting struture agendas, minutes, ivil disourse. Verbal interation (6.4.0).

Figure 5.32: Group interaction can be based around artifacts such as a computer.
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5.6.4. Recording MeetingsSuppose that a ompliated design problem is disussed at a meeting; later, one of the partiipantswants to review what was said. The reords of individual meetings are alled \meeting arhives" or\meeting memories". This ould be an entire multimedia reording or it ould fous on the organi-zational business onduted at the meeting. Typially these are ad ho and relate to organizationalknowledge management (7.3.1) more than to formal arhives (7.5.1). Continuum from personal infor-mation management (4.11.0). to larger and more organized groups and all of these aess and reateinformation resoures. Muh less than meeting minutes.These tools provide ontinuity aross sessions. More than just meeting support but part of broaderativities. Reording deisions so that the issues don't have to be revisited and re-opened. Theseprovide ontinuity aross time. However, the minutes of a meeting are often brief and reet moreorganizational politis than an aurate rendering of a disussion.The disussion of the meeting ould be overed by an argumentation systems (6.3.5) or for the reordsof a design group, there ould be a design rationale (3.8.7). Having a reording of the meeting an behelpful for determining onversational dynamis; not just what was said, but how it was said. That it,indexing the meaning is ruial and an be very diÆult. This an be important for meetings regardingpoliy issues, as a person's body language or tone might say more than their words. Meeting arhivesan also be useful for explaining the role of one domain within a large organization. Representation is amajor onsideration for reords of meetings. The representation a�ets the ease with whih informationabout the meeting an be retrieved later. A meeting arhive system should failitate �nding eventsin the reord of that meeting (e.g., [48]). DiÆulty with the representation of representational gestureswhih are used in the meeting.
5.6.5. Effects of Modalities for Remote Interaction and Dev eloping Social PresenceA tehnology-mediated onversation will be di�erent from a fae-to-fae onversation. Connetivity
(5.1.5). Members of a group are often geographially dispersed, and this alters some of the fundamentalaspets of interation. In many distane ommuniation environments, partiipants are unable to seeone another, whih limits the unspoken ommuniation that normally takes plae in onversation (6.4.0).When a group is interating together through a tehnology-mediated interfae, it an beome diÆultto realize di�erent elements of the group dynami, and people might not be able to grasp the roles thatome naturally to them in an atual fae-to-fae meeting. Even text messaging an be onsidered as amedium. The more omplex the message, the riher the ommuniation medium needed. Deeption.Fae-to-fae interation is the gold standard for ommuniation [41]. It is the ideal to whih all om-muniation mediation tehnology aspires, and muh e�ort has been, and will ontinue to be, spentdeveloping di�erent interfaes that not only reah that ideal, but augment it. It is frequently laimedthat it is diÆult to establish a relationship solely by eletroni means; at this point in time, that doesseem to be the ase. However, it is often possible to produe produtive eletroni interation one thedynamis of the group have been established fae-to-fae. Apparently, there is a greater tendeny to lieby email than in other more diret ommuniation modalities [?℄. Artifat exhange for remote work.

Social PresenceSoial presene is the awareness of other people[92]. Individuals inrease their ativity or improve theirperformane due to the presene of others. Soial failitation. Even avatars an reate a sense of soialpresene in some situations [85]. In fae-to-fae interation, gaze is one indiation of soial attention.Fig. 5.33 shows an automati system to trak gaze. It is an element used in the judging of emotionand in the attribution on intention; it is a lue used when wathing others and when traking theonversation. Mutual gaze, that is, eye ontat between two people, is a sign that the other person ispaying attention. Simulated gaze is a fator giving onversational agents natural interation Curiously,while video does not provide signi�ant additional information for ompleting most tasks over audiohannels, it is often preferred. This is the ase even though some tasks an atually be ompleted bestwith audio. From this, preferene appears to be a funtion of the rihness of the medium [35] Perhaps
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Figure 5.33: Gaze can indicate points of attention in a meeting. Gaze can be assessed by reference points on the
face[96]. (check permission)suprisingly, attery by a omputer agent an be very e�etive for motivating people [?℄.Some e�ets of ommuniation modalities are best explained by the saliene of ues, or the obviousnessof the interation. When meeting with a group of people fae-to-fae, one annot help but realize thatthere exists an interation situation; when being spoken to, it is understood that the person speakingshould be the fous of the listener's attention. Similarly, tehnology used to mediate ommuniation,partiularly ommuniation between people in di�erent loations, should not allow the modality itselfto draw the partiipant's attention. We may listen more intently to an audio-only presentation thanto a mixed-media interation. This is beause in a mixed-media interation, a portion of our attentionis diverted toward the images rather than the substane of what is being said.New ommuniations tehnologies and devies provide new modes of soial interation.Soial presene from interative robots.P This ould be helpful for autisti hildren.

Shared Artifacts and Augmented SpacesMany meetings and disussions are based around douments, diagrams, or other artifats, some ofwhih may be eletroni. In virtual meetings where not all the partiipants are loated in the sameplae, onversational anhors allow for group interation entered on partiular objets.Some allow for interative skething on a shared objet, suh as \live boards," whih let partiipantsinterat diretly with eah other on shared writing spaes. A live board or an eletroni marker boardan also reate a long-term reord of the information that has appeared on it.Other shared objets may inlude organization and/or meeting support doumentation that struturesthe ow or agenda of the ollaboration. And, just as in the real-world, oordination is neessary tomanage people who may be involved at di�erent stages of projet development | notes of previousmeetings an be part of the shared objet olletion.
Figure 5.34: Shared information resources often provide support for distributed cognition. Here’s a tracking slip
user by air traffic controllers as a record for a flight. The highly structured slips provide a quick overview of the flight
and can be easily transferred across shift changes. Recognizing how the are used can be helpful for developing
computerized air traffic control tools. (check permission)Shared artifats for ompleting tasks. Shared understanding of the group ativities by its members.Proedures a�et human interation. Fig. 5.35.
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Figure 5.35: Multi-user touch surface (DiamondTouch). This could be used for local or remote manipulation of virtual
objects. (check permission)

5.6.6. Shared Virtual Spaces and Media SpacesInformation systems an support virtual teams. Information systems an provide a portal betweentwo physial spaes These portals are alled \media spaes," and they beome a part of the workingenvironment. Remote pereptionMedia spaes an be soial environments with a oneptual spae for people and resoures. Mediaspaes range from telephone alls to inter-oÆe video links and video onferening. A virtual mediaspae is very similar to a real shared spae, and ommon norms apply: there must be a mutualawareness that everybody is sharing the medium, and appropriate (5.3.1) behavior should be establishedto aommodate everyone's needs. Media spaes allow partiipants to meet and disuss ommon itemsas if they shared the same oÆe.When several people work together in virtual spaes, these spaes are alled Collaborative VirtualEnvironments (CVEs). A CVE an provide a neutral, foused, and dediated meeting ground forpartiipants. CVEs aim to ensure that all partiipants are aware of the same things (11.10.3). Inthis environment, douments an be shared among the partiipants; video and audio ommuniationhannels an also be oordinated. Avatars and onversational agents.Roles in a ommunity of inquiry: initiator, failitator, ontributor, knowledge-eleitator, viarious-aknowledger, ompliator, loser, passive-learner. [103]Soio-tehnial disussions. In other ases, a number of researhers may share researh instrumentssuh as a large telesope. Suh shared resoures and the soial struture around them are alled a\ollaboratory" (5.6.6). These ollaborations beome part of a full-sale interation environment thatallows groups to pool resoures, data, and knowledge. Simpliity is often with regard to CVEs. It isdiÆult to beat email as a exible medium for ollaboration over distane. While it may not provideall the bells and whistles of other tehnologially advaned ollaborative environments, it is diret andeasy to use. Conferene review systems.
5.6.7. From Meetings to Teams and ProjectsTeams are more stable than groups A team, espeially a team engaged in highly tehnial ativities,needs members who speialize. Moreover, to support omplex ollaborative tasks suh as design, weneed a olletion of speialized, interloking tools. Rather than developing generi environments forollaboration, it is better to onsider ollaboration on spei� ativities. To do so, we must ask whattools are required in partiular ollaborative environments, and then apply those onsiderations todesign. Many tehnologies have evolved sine onferene alls were �rst introdued: virtual meetings
(5.6.6), video onferening, shared visual spaes (e.g., information spaes suh as white boards), andshared window systems. There is, a need to information oordination in projets and, ultimately,organizations. New information environments are evolving quikly, like team rooms[18], threaded emaildisussions (10.3.2), distane eduation, group deision support systems (GDSS) (3.4.3), and softwaredevelopment environments (7.9.3).Team formation.



182 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Colletive reasoning. Strutured analysis system. Issue-based information system (IBIS).Hybrid loal-remote teams. Group and projet reords.Team members sharing expertise. Intranets (7.3.6). From teams to task-oriented online ommunitiessuh at the editing of Wikipedia (5.8.2).Formal meetings and side hannels.Some teams never meet in person; they are virtual teams. Information tehnology allows work teamsto be distributed. Get groups to work and learn together. These are notable in restrited modalities ofinteration. Communiation modalities and soial presene (5.6.5). Collaboration in distane eduation.Virtual math teams [95]. CVEs. When the teams are part of a long term, for instane, when they arepart of virtual organizations (5.7.3) there needs to be signi�ant sharing and trust so that eah memberwill make appropriate ontributions.
5.7. OrganizationsOrganizations are soial systems formed of individual units working together for a ommon goal; that is,they are task oriented and have a relatively formal struture. Organizations need to balane exibilityand eÆient proessing to adapt to hange. Organizations fae the additional hallenge of balaningindividual needs with organizational goals. In any event, information the glue that keeps the organiza-tion funtioning. Knowledge management (7.3.1), Sharing information in organizations an be diÆult.Organizations are dynami and often have hanges of personnel and mission. First, we onsider organi-zational struture and then organizational proesses. From mission, to goals, to struture. Informationties the organization together.
5.7.1. Organizational StructureOrganizational struture is formalized in the units in an organization and the lines of managementfor them. It also reets the lines of formal information ow and ontrol. Some organizations arestrutured, while others are adaptive and exible. Control in a traditional organization is generallyhierarhially strutured (Fig. 5.36). General poliies are artiulated at the top level and they areimplemented at the lower levels. Other organizational types are more loosely strutured, with ontroland deision making spread out over a larger area. Organizations like this may inlude universities, ormore broadly, a federation of states. The management struture of an organization depends on the levelof ontrol required for the tasks to be ompleted. Information exists at all levels of an organization, asdoes interation. Even in traditional organizations, in addition to the formal lines of ommuniation,there are usually many dynami work relationships and informal hannels of ommuniation. Thisstruture is partiularly e�etive for traditional manufaturing organizations. However, it assumesdi�erent levels of information at di�erent levels of the organization so it is less e�etive for information-intensive organizations. Organizational behavior. Hierarhies failitate oordination, motivation, andtraining[34]. Organizations have lear boundaries. The organizational struture usually desribes pathsof both information ow and ontrol.
5.7.2. Organizational Processes: Workflow and ControlOrganizational struture is interwoven with workow. Roles within an organization speify ativities as-soiated with ompleting tasks. Typially, these roles are formally spei�ed. A university has roles suhas Professor and Dean; eah oupies a di�erent level of authority and has di�erent work to perform.In soiety at large, soial organization is failitated by the \division of labor"[42]; rather than havingevery individual do everything to omplete an ativity, individuals speialize, and beome an expertat partiular ativities. UML (3.10.2) an be applied to the desription of organizational informationow. Struture and roles are intertwined with proesses. Organizational ontrol has previously beendesribed as the ow of resoures (people and money). In a highly strutured organization, individualsare often assigned roles. Roles are formed from groups of ativities required by organizational tasks.These roles may inlude \foreman" or \programmer". Organizations are strutured groups that have
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Figure 5.36: Traditional hierarchical management structure for an organization. Decision control flows from the top
and information relevant to making those decisions flows up from the bottom.ohesion and ontinuity. They generally work together toward a ommon goal within a framework.Though, of ourse, split loyal is often a major issue. Formal desriptions of proesses.Information is essential for the management of omplex organizations. Control[27]. Not every organiza-tional ativity an be formalized. These are organizational praties rather than organizational rules.OÆe workers often spend more time handling exeptions rather than routine matters. Suh taitknowledge is partiularly important in hanging environments in whih new paradigms are emerging

[98]. Silos.As we shall see in (8.11.2), this generally makes organizations smaller and the boundaries and interfaesbetween organizations more important.OÆe work as pratial ation in whih deision making and problem solving are ritial.Multitasking and interrupt-driven task ativities.Measuring produtivity in oÆe work.
Information Flow and Workflow in OrganizationsConsistent with business proess spei�ation (8.11.2) and objet-oriented design (3.9.3). Presriptivework ontrol systems. Workow spei�ation is a type of situated planning. Roles must be mathedto the apabilities and the shedule of the individuals whih �ll them. Traditionally, those at thetop of the organizational ladder determine for the organization to funtion smoothly. Organizationaldeisions should ome as a result of an analysis of the desired goals and the existing proedures.The framing of organizational deision needs a�et information needs and information seeking. Intraditional organizations, there are usually formal proesses. However, in real life, organizations don'talways follow those proesses. For instane, organizational ativities may also inlude less formallyde�ned proedures known as shadow funtions. Worklfow leading to preservation (7.5.3). There anbe too muh emphasis on proess.Information may be viewed as the glue whih holds an organization together. Control from one partof an organization to another. Parts of an organization must ommuniate to fous ativities, suh assheduling meetings or designing new produts. Thus, an organization is likely to have an informationinfrastruture that inludes libraries, intranets, training, and databases. Some information systemsontrol and trak the ow of a produt through manufaturing (prodution). Other systems ontrolommuniation and information itself. These systems and roles are foused on the management ofinformation within a group or organization. \Gatekeepers" are those members of a group or organizationwho mediate between the outside environment and the group[20]. They do a type of information �ltering

(3.2.3); that is, they systematially ollet information from the external environment and forward it toindividuals inside the organization. While this sounds nefarious, it often onsists of identifying trends,marketplae indiators, or other bene�ial information to those who an use it. In addition to the



184 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13formal hain of ommand in an organization, there is also interation in work teams and simply fromfriendships (5.1.0,  A.3.5).Information may ow smoothly within an organization but introduing information systems may notalways be suessful. Like the theory of struturation and the soio-tehnial model, it is best for anorganization to use an emergent model in the adoption of information systems and new tehnology
(7.9.6). This allows the development of strutures, proesses and systems to �t the overall task.Representing information ow in organizations. Managing inentives.
5.7.3. Individuals in OrganizationsOrganizations should be designed to e�etively proess information, as it is one of the most integralelements of an organization. Clearly, information is ritial in an organization and there are spei�positions within a ompany designed to manage it. We fous on soial interation within organizationsand basi organizational strutures and proesses. Later, we will examine variations of these basimodels. Stories and the organizational ulture. Individuals often do not fully share the goals of anorganization. Rather, those individuals' involvement may be based on other inentives.Soiability and soial networks in organizational environments. When does an individual deide toshare information in an organization?Individuals in organizations may ask the question of what is going on here? This is organizational\sense-making" [105] (3.1.1). This emphasizes the ambiguity of soial onstruts. A ommittee, utsaross funtional areas. Organizations are made up of individuals so it is worth onsidering the orga-nization from the perspetive of the individual. We might ask how individuals reat in the ontext oforganizations[104]. Critial thinking as sense-making. Organizational narratives versus reality. Internallogi for organizational deision making.Soio-tehnial interation networks.
5.7.4. Politics and Power in Organizations
5.8. Institutions and Communities
5.8.1. InstitutionsInstitutions maintain soiety's values and, thus, the oherene of soiety. Some institutions, suh asmarriage, family and religion, are broad soial onventions whih are related to norms. Other institu-tions suh as the judiiary are related to the government. Still other institutions suh as universities,museums, and libraries. Establishing soially desirable behavior [40]. But, other institutions involves�nanial institutions are also information intensive.Institutions have momentum and are diÆult to hange. Information is essential for most institutionsbut some are information institutions (7.1.0). Management in institutions. Institutions are, of ourse,soial reations.Institutions are often resistane to adapt to hanging situations. At times, this an be of value. Atother times it an be frustrating.Mission reep.
5.8.2. CommunitiesA ommunity, loosely de�ned, is a group of people with a sense of oherene and interdependene. Thisoherene an be the result of geography and government | the most traditional sense of ommunity| or it an be the result of a shared identifying harateristi, interest, or profession. A ommunity anusually be haraterized as a partiularly losely interonneted soial network often with signi�antsoial apital between the members.Unlike most organizations, ommunities rarely have a formal struture or roles. Members may at



5.8. Institutions and Communities 185under shared values, whih might lend ohesion to the group and lead to the development of a networkof ommitments, but ommunities generally do not have a de�ned struture suh as is ommon inorganizations. Community members an also o�er eah other mutual support and sometimes e�etiveonit resolution. Information is interwoven with ommunities. indeed, virtual ommunities areentirely mediated by information servies. Beyond simple task ompletion, ommunities failitatesoiability (5.1.1). Sholarly ommunity (9.0.0). Communities are often based around information andinformation exhange.Traditionally, a ommunity is omposed of people who live near eah other, and they generally havea ommon a government, eonomy, and eology. Some harateristis of ommunities are shown inFig. 5.38.
Type Description

Proximity Community by virtue of spatial proximity.
Practice Share knowledge and responsibilities.
Interest Shared non-task oriented activities.

Figure 5.37: Some types of communities. (merge into text)

Aspect Description

Cohesion The sense of there being a group identity.
Effectiveness The community gets things done.
Help The ability of members to ask for and receive help from other members.
Relationships The likelihood that members will interact individually.
Language The use of a specialized language.
Self-Regulation The ability of the group to police itself.

Figure 5.38: Some attributes of communities (adapted from[87]).

Figure 5.39: Communities may form clusters in social networks.

Community DynamicsLegitimay of ommunity membership and respet for opinions. Regulating behavior or members. Com-mon bonds and empathy with other ommunity members. Beoming parts of a group. Soialization.
Community Information PracticeMembers of a ommunity share many information needs. Newspapers (8.13.7). Radio stations. Citi-zen journalism. Wikdelphia. Geographi fators in topi models. Communities maintain knowledge.Community arhive. Community Repositories.Digital inlusion.As ommunities develop, reording their interations and history beomes more important, and varioustypes of information systems may be developed for the purpose. In towns, for example, informationsystems suh as a newspaper or radio station may inform people of ommunity ativities, and keepthem abreast of news, events, and history. These reords an beome a \ommunity memory," whihdouments important events or just traks the development of the ommunity and its progress. In thearea of information systems and ommunity memory, ommunities of pratie are the most developed



186 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13and ontribute the most to our understanding of the relationship between information siene andsystems and varying ideas of ommunity. Community informatis. Making information available for aommunity. This ould be a government information servie or it ould be related to reords.
Community ModelsCan inlude data about infrastruture.
Communities of PracticePeople who work together beause there are synergies in their skills and knowledge. Membershipprovides a type of soial apital. Failitates information sharing among members. Disussing workpraties. Situated learning suh as apprentieships. Pratie leads to ation. Communities of pratieoften support knowledge olletion and dissemination related to their �eld. Peripheral learning of taitinformation by observation of the group. Professional pratie (5.12.4). In-group and out-group.
Professions and Professional CommunitiesProfessions have a speialized body of expertise. They generally involve extensive training and uphold-ing professional values. Professions and institutions (5.8.1).Groups of professional in a given area may form professional assoiations. There is also a down-side inthat they an also exlude outsiders. Guilds. Professional assoiation.Members of professions as law, journalism, and mediine as well as raftspeople suh as plumbers andeletriians, form ommunities of pratie. Sharing knowledge with stories. Communities and soialnetworks.Professional assoiations. These are learned soieties (9.1.1). usually set ethial standards and dissem-inate tehnial information of relevane to their members. Craftspeople and their information needs.The ativities of a ommunity of pratie inlude some expliit proedures and some whih are taitand almost impossible to artiulate. However, like all organizations these an also be reationary andmembership may be exluded. Jargon. A professional assoiation is di�erent from a trade assoiationwhih is generally omposed of ompanies whih produe similar produts.Apprenties. We will disus ommunities of pratie in the ontext of knowledge management (7.3.1).Jargon.
Discourse and Document CommunitiesOne example of disourse ommunities is sholarly literature (9.1.1).They use language to reate boundaries. Disourse ommunities own genres. Sets of organizationaldouments an reinfore the organizational boundaries. Print ulture (8.13.6)and bibliophiles (8.13.6).
Online Groups and CommunitiesDi�erenes in being remotely loated as a�eted by ommuniation modality (5.6.5). Member-mediatedonline ommunities suh as wikis (10.3.2). Game ommunities. Clubs. Fan ommunities. Motivatingontributions by (a) emphasizing uniqueness of goals and (b) given hallenging goals [?℄. Soiabilityand friendship in these online ommunities. Soial presene an strengthen ommitments to an onlineommunity. Online ommunities as an information resoure for instane by learning what other peoplein a similar situation have enountered. Community struture and norms.Inreasingly, there are ad ho online groups to whih individuals ontribute. Managing online groupsand other servies.Designing online ommunities. Typially, ommunities should provide both information and emotionalsupport.Games (11.7.2). Massively multiplayer games (MMOGs) and massively multiplayer role-playing games



5.9. Culture 187(MMORPGs). Opposing fations. Di�erent types of play. Data olletion from the game players.Game-entered fae-to-fae soial interation.
5.9. Culture
5.9.1. What is CultureCulture is the amalgam of the norms, beliefs, rules, traditions, art, history, and myths of a soiety.Culture as what peoples atually do. They an also be interpreted as providing a shared meaning.ulture is based on shared assumptions. Culture is a set of beliefs whih maintain the values andohesion of a soial group as it is learned and transmitted aross generations. Presumably, suessfulultures have a survival advantage for the group.Culture depends on information transmission and it is greatly a�eted by ommuniation media andreords. Translating words is a fairly simple matter; it is more diÆult to make lear the ulturalmeaning they may arry. Information artifats, suh as books, stories, and sulptures an provide areord of a ulture, and hene an help to preserve it (7.5.4). Information systems are artifats of ourulture. Their organization and strutures reet di�erent values, preferenes, and abilities that a groupmay display. While the relationship between ulture and information siene and systems may seemtenuous, it an be quite important, partiularly when designing a system for use by people of anotherulture.

Figure 5.40: Balinese water temples and the rituals associated with them support an elaborate system for managing
irrigation[66]. (check permission)Fragmented ulture. Culture in modern soiety. Culture and family size.Culture and the tribal level of soial organization. Cultural nihes. Kinship (5.1.1). Modern soiety in-ludes many ross urrents, ounter ulture. Eduation and ulture. Culture and information behavior.Willingness to ask questions. Culture and dangerous knowledge. Ritual. Culture as an adapted setof onstraints for meeting a human group's needs in a given environment. Other ultures might havedeveloped to meet those onstraints and some of those solutions may be more e�etive than others andsome may be more adaptable if the environment hanges.Dimensions of ulture. Homogeneity of ulture. Power distane, individualism. National ulture [?℄.Oral ultures. Cultural assumptions and indexing.Culture helps to struture human ativities [68]. Culture helps to de�ne norms (5.3.1). Culture helps toshape belief systems (4.5.0). Eology of norms. Tradition. Ritual and reating meaning. Establishing ashared narrative.Cultures are not monolithi. Sub-ultures. Fandom as a sub-ulture. This is often assoiated withsoial-network.Cultural learning. Cultural tradition as a learned representation. Culture often helps a soial groupohere and survive. Though, in many ases the reasons the ultural traditions are not apparent. Insome ases, the traditions help the ulture manage resoures (Fig. 5.40). Other traditions suh as those



188 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13surrounding weddings and funerals provide stability and ontinuity of the ulture itself. Culture andnarratives (6.3.6). Cultural modeling.Culture in relation to modern soiety.Partiipatory ulture.Cultural Management of Knowledge. Traditions about treating knowledge. Cultural traditions aboutulture. Applying ultural dimensions. Cultural property as a form of intelletual property.Among the di�erenes in ultures are the di�erenes in ategory systems aross ultures. Culture andategorization [68]. Ethno-lassi�ation.Culture and language (6.1.2). (Fig. 5.41) Patterns in searh terms (10.11.2).
Months J

Example x

Figure 5.41: The frequency of postings about a given topic are a function of two factors.Cultural models [36]. Cultural traditions need ontinuity. Cultures are adaptations to one set of ondi-tions and are not neessarily well adapted when those onditions hange. Indeed, ultures an sometimesbe harmful and out of syn with their environment.
5.9.2. Cross-Cultural Communications and InteractionThe ambiguity of language an be ampli�ed as people di�erent ultures try to ommuniate.E�et of disruptive media on ulture.Challenges of moving aross ultures.Ability to interat aross ultures. \interultural ompetene".

Cultural ChangeOn one hand ulture is ontinually evolving aross people. On the other hand, for a given person,ulture an be diÆult to hange sine it deals with solutions for basi human needs and generally hassoial reinforement for beliefs.Culture versus tehnology [3] and external fores for hange.Cultural hange and adaptation.
Mixed Cultures and Cultural TransitionsIn the modern world, ulture is ontinually hanging.Change is an issue for arhival desription (7.5.4).

5.9.3. Cultural Heritage and Memory InstitutionsThe relationship between these institutions and politial onstraints. In our omplex, industrializedsoiety ulture is maintained in part by large institutions suh as libraries and museums. A slightlydi�erent view of institutions frameworks for soial interation. Relationship between ultural institu-tions and eduational institutions. These \publi spaes" exist distint from ommerial organizations
[54]. Community memories. Libraries (7.2.1) are ultural institutions. Traditional libraries have servedan important soial and ommunity role; they provide stability and a standard of open knowledge forthe ommunity. Role of small town libraries [?℄. This is a major bene�t of ommunity informationservies (5.8.2) and supporting ollaborations. In many towns and universities, libraries are plaes wherestudents an gather, have a quiet plae to work, and soialize. It is apt that libraries are a plae tosoialize, as information is inherently soial: it is passed from one person to another through books,



5.10. Living Analytics 189onversation, painting, and innumerable other modes, and now through eletroni information systemsas well. These organizations serve broader eduational and knowledge-reation roles as well.Elgin marbles.
Indigenous Control of CultureWho owns ultural traditions? Could be related to intelletual property; however, the logi seems tohave to do more with respet than with legal ontrol. Perpetual rights to ultural, espeially, saredontent.Respet versus rights. Of ourse, it is diÆult to legislate respet.

5.9.4. Media and CultureMedia dissemination of ulture. We over media more generally in (8.13.7). How should ultural insti-tutions handle omplex objets suh as mashups.
Does Media Violence Cause Individual Violence?Does wathing violent movie or playing a violent video game make that person more likely to atviolently themselves. There is some evidene that media violene auses individual violene. However,there are usually many levels of soial onstraints on a person. While violent games an sometimesause a short term physiologial arousal, they are generally not as strong as soial norms. Mass ulture.Catharsis.There is a vigorous debate about the relationship between viewing violene in the media and theourrene of violene in soiety. One view suggests that people imitate violene suh as that ontelevision, movies, musi, or video games, and that these negative images ontribute to the violenethat ours in soiety. Other theories suggest that these media merely reet the violene that is alreadyinherent in soiety, and that the violene itself is primarily due to other soial fators. In addition,they may be harmful to young people with mental health problems [?℄.

Figure 5.42: Do violent video games increase violence in the players of those games? (check permission)
[22] Does viewing smoking ause an inrease in smoking? Generally attitudes and habits are slow tohange, but there are situations where that happens. Soial roles are those identities that are foundthroughout soiety, suh as man, woman, parent, hild, boss, and employee. Beyond violene withina soiety, individuals may also infer norms of behavior for soial roles from media input and soiallearning. For example, media may present extreme haraterization of soial roles.
5.9.5. Institutions and Organizational CultureGlobalization and ultural transitions.

Information CultureCultural fators in information behavior [?℄.
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5.10. Living Analytics
5.10.1. Everyday Life and Living AnalyticsData sets about everyday behavior.How do people atually live? How muh television, et. How do people spend leisure time. Patterns ofonsumption.Behavioral eonomis and everyday deision making.
5.10.2. Technologies and Social InteractionBig data.Transportation traking . optimizing travel based on where people want to go
5.11. EducationEduation involves both soial and ognitive proesses. Eduation and information are intertwined.Eduation may mean learning a omplex interloking information struture rather than individual fats,and should fous on aquisition of omplex new skills or new points of view. Eduation, knowledge, andinformation are rarely used in a vauum. Eduation has it has both ognitive and soial dimensions[88].It is one thing to learn a new skill set, but it is another to know or learn how to apply it in the worldor to ommuniate it to others. Also, the proess of learning itself is often interative: disussions,explanations, persuasion. Eduation helps to make individuals e�etive members of a soiety or ulture.It also helps to perpetuate that ulture. The ultimate goal of learning is hanging an individual'sbehavior; for instane, the student an speak to someone else in a foreign language whereas beforethey would have been silent. However, beause hanges in ognition seem to be neessary for hangesin behavior, learning sometimes fouses on ognitive hanges. This highlights the natural onnetionbetween eduation and information resoures. The balane between them realls the disussion at thebeginning of this hapter about the relationship between soiety and individuals. Ultimately, we wouldlike to determine the onditions for the most e�etive learning.Learning sienes.
5.11.1. Instructional ObjectivesEduation is an essential funtion of soiety. Shools and universities are soial institutions whih areimportant for transmitting soial ondut; but in a omplex and diverse soiety, this often means thereare many di�erent goals often ontraditory, of what those goals are. Among these are the importaneof soialization, of are-giving, of learning independene and reativity, and of abstrat thinking skills.Are some more important than others? Is it important to learn how to do arithmeti? What is the roleof the parent versus eduational institutions. Systemati eduation for young people for making themprodutive members of soiety. Eduation of young people also depends on physiologial and soialmaturation.Providing both ontent and proesses (5.12.2). People are adaptive, but not in�nitely so. Forming habitsand providing a base of knowledge for future e�etive ation. Most would agree that a worthy goal isthe mastery of a skill required to omplete a job; this would allow the individual to be a produtivemember of soiety. But what job? Some people value home shooling, while others point to the bene�tsof \living learning" (e.g., how to get along in a dormitory). Ultimately, the point of eduation is tohange behavior and not just provide information. Presumable, the same skills that a student learnswhen studying arithmeti are used in their areer.Avoiding ommerial and politial inuene in eduation.
5.11.2. Theories for Learning and EducationA wide variety of learning theories have been proposed over the years. Rather than trying to omparethem, we an examine them from the perspetive of the two main approahes to eduation that we



5.11. Education 191have adopted: ognition and soial interation. We have briey disussed detailed ognitive learningphenomena (4.3.5), and later we will onsider mahine learning ( A.11.0). As we noted at the beginningof this hapter, in eduation, as in all of human ativities, there is a mix of soial and ognitiveperspetives. Evaluation of eduational widgets.
Cognitive Perspective on EducationCognitive theories of eduation fous on the development and modi�ation of ognitive representations

(4.3.0,  A.11.0). Eduation may be viewed as a proess of re-struturing a student's onepts. Here weonsider two types of ognitive theories: information proessing theories and onstrutivist learningtheories. When presented with a new experiene or piee of information, we ontextualize it basedon many fators: the experiene of aquiring the piee of information, the expetations we have forit, and previous related information or experienes, to name a few. It is then inorporated into ourunderstanding or mental model using a grouping strategy. Thus, information proessing theories ofeduation fous on the external presentation of fats, �gures, and theories in a way that allows studentsto easily inlude them in their pre-existing mental model. This is the lassial model of eduation;teahers present information and students memorize it.By omparison, \onstrutivist" fouses on the onstrution of meaning from fragments of information.This is related to sense-making. It inludes disursive, adaptive, interative, and reetive omponents.In essene, students build, or \onstrut" their own meaning of data, events, or observations. After thelearning exerise, students need time to reet on the eduational experiene and to onsolidate theirinterpretation of it. Learning about proesses rather than fats [29]. Gleaning information from theworld. Web of onepts. Developing oneptual models. Learning by Doing: Dewey.
Social Perspective on EducationLearning is soial in many senses (e.g.,[88]). Cognitive aspets are often dominated by the soial lives ofthe students, their peers, their families, and the broader soial ontext. In a narrow viewpoint, studentsoften learn proedures by talking with other students. We have already noted imitation (5.5.4). Evenonstrutivist approahes to learning often emphasize the importane of soial interation [102]. Eventhe ontent and onepts of learning may be viewed from a soial perspetive; for instane, we an saythat learning happens as one negotiates or pulls meaning from the output of external soures [67][106].The soial is internalized to the ognitive through time [102].Training versus eduation. Credentialing.

5.11.3. Instructional StrategiesA teaher needs to deide how to implement an instrutional strategies. Pedagogy is the approahseleted for teahing. The pedagogial model is a desription of how that pedagogial approah works.Pedagogi models, domain models, student models.
Pedagogical Models and Instructional System Design (ISD)Fig. 5.43 illustrates the typial stages for developing a strategy for instrution. Developing ritialthinking by omparing information resoures [76]. Inquiry-based learning. Reetion. Instrutionalsystem design (ISD). Critial thinking [45].

Identify educational needs and goals

?
Assess current knowledge

?
Develop a strategy

?
Start instruction

�
6

-

Figure 5.43: Outcome-based learning. Stages in planning for instruction (adapted from[65]). As the instruction
proceeds, there may be additional assessment and refinement of the instructional strategy.



192 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13The \pedagogial model" is the strategy for teahing; it may be used to provide heuristis of when tointervene in a student ativity. Teahers need to tailor ontent to the apabilities and interests of agroup of students. The strategy must go beyond single appliations to enable the development of anintegrated urriulum. This is an authoring task; eduational objetives need to be integrated withavailable ontent. A number of learning strategies have been proposed (Fig. 5.44). These go beyondleturing in traditional lassrooms.
Instructional Strategy Description or Example

Rote Learning by memorization.
Resource-based Learning by using information resources
Problem-based Learning by working on (and solving) a problem.
Project-based Learning by working on a project. This is related to problem-based learning.
Experience-based Learning byu doing, Apprenticeship, Field trips.
Inquiry-based Learning by exploring complex questions.

Figure 5.44: Several common pedagogical strategies.Inquiry-based learning is one way to implement onstrutive learning. This approah suggests thatlearning is best supported by questions that students generate themselves. A student might olletevidene and then make generalizations from it. These proesses are best implemented by a �ve-stagelearning model [15] that is similar to the stages of information for developers of sienti� theories.Projets an help a student understand the interation of aspets of a omplex task. Projet-basedlearning an be done, in part, with simulations and reasoning support. Reasoning support an help toillustrate patterns or relationships that it is neessary for a student to understand for the ompletionof a projet. Simulations an allow students to ontrol an environment; a model of physial e�etsan be used for teahing the laws of physis. A simulation might be used by a student to learn theequations neessary for launhing a satellite into spae. Simulations approximate behavior, but oftenwith less-than-realisti displays; they may inlude virtual reality. Simulations an be partiularly usefulfor allowing students to experiene environments that are inaessible or onditions that our veryinfrequently, suh as the oean oor or outer spae. More general implementation of simulations willbe onsidered later (9.5.0). Training simulators. Mediine.
“OK, here’s the deal.” The gruff inspector snarled as he spoke to your team of detectives. “For a long
time people have been blamin’ things on the moon! People claim to be crazy because of it, lovers claim
to be under its spell, and even hospitals blame the full moon for loaded emergency rooms.” “Yeah!”, one
of the newer members of your team replied flippantly, “So what’s new?” The rest of your team let out a
low sigh. Now the whole team was in for it! “I’ll tell you what’s new, Mr. Smartypants,” the inspector
glowered at each of you slowly, “Now some nutcase has brought charges against the moon for causing
the tides! And, its your job to bring me proof one way or another!” The inspector turned back toward
his desk and we thought he was through. He wasn’t! He turned back to your team, pointed his finger at
you and said, “And you only have two weeks to solve the case. Now get started!”

Questions: Can you find a pattern that will convince the jury that the moon is responsible for the tides?
If the moon is guilty, does it have an accomplice which contributes to causing the tides?

Figure 5.45: Web Quests challenge students to use Web pages for resource-based learning. (check permission)Learning requires not only ognitive proessing but also motivation. Student engagement | that isattention to the task | is essential to learning by getting the student to synthesize and reet. It ishelpful to engage the student as opposed to using passive listening or reading, and to use \learner-entered design"[93]. Other examples and tehniques of onstrutivist-like learning inlude: experiene-based learning [39], suh as �eld trips and experiments; allowing students to put something into theirown words rather than memorizing the words of another; enouraging the deep proessing of oneptsby foring students to build their own knowledge while working on a omplex and hopefully motivatingquestion.



5.11. Education 193Sa�olding provides a framework to help students to learn. Sa�olding may be seen as setting theexperiene level so students an make their own disoveries. The sa�old an be gradually removed orfaded as the student's learning improves. These tehniques supports onstrutivist learning [102] whihsuggests that students onstrut knowledge for themselves. A related approah attempts to �nd theteahable moment.
Teaching and TutoringTeahing is a transfer of skills from on person to another. Teahers apply strategies for meeting edu-ational objetives. A teaher reates an environment for learning, usually by developing a urriulumand assembling materials. Teahing in a lassroom may be ontrasted with one-on-one tutoring. Intraditional shools, it may also involve talking with parents and, of ourse, working diretly withstudents.Feedbak is an integral part of teahing and tutoring. Sometimes, the feedbak an be minimal | justshowing the student what he/she has done. At other times, the feedbak may be tailored. Indeed,there are e�etive feedbak languages to guide students without exessive use of ritiism.

Figure 5.46: Tutoring.Tutoring is personalized adaptive instrution. The tutor determines what pedagogial strategy toapply for a partiular student: how and when to intervene, either to explain material or to rediretthe student's attention, and when to enourage reetion. Language, of ourse, is essential for this. Tounderstand what makes for e�etive human tutoring we an examine transripts of tutoring sessions(Fig. 5.47).Tutoring disourse suh as explanations (6.3.2). Fig. 5.47. Dialog management for tutoring (6.4.0). Notethat in the example the teaher does not ontradit the student, but poses a question whih may helpthe student identify an inonsisteny. This is an example of the \Sorati method" whih is based onhallenging students with questions and disussion. This is a type of disourse spei� to eduation
(6.3.2). Tutoring and question answering (10.12.0). Aountable talk gets students to artiulate omplexonepts.

Actor Statement

Tutor Do you know why it rains a lot in Oregon and Washington?
Student There is a warm current passing over cool land.
Tutor Do the Cascade Mountains there affect the amount of rainfall?
Student No, no, no.
Tutor How can the Andes affect the amount of rain in the Amazon and the Cascades not affect

the rain in Oregon?

Figure 5.47: A tutoring dialog[51]: Note how the tutor highlights the conflicting answers of the student to have the
student better understand the underlying processes.Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) an adapt to individual students. Even if the entire proess oftutoring annot be automated, perhaps some aspets of it an be. For instane, agents might simplyoah students, rather than attempt to manage omplex interation[99]. \A teaher for every student."Tutoring vs learning Logo. It is a small step from tutoring systems to serious games. Training withgames (11.7.2). Gami�ation.Student-to-student omputer-supported peer review.
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Educational AssessmentAssessment determines progress toward an objetive. Presumably, for eduation we are onerned withfuntioning in real-world tasks The knowledge of students needs to be assessed at di�erent stages inthe eduational proess. There are two funtions of student assessment: assessment for the purposeof evaluating the student and assessment for understand the impat of the supporting informationsystem. Assessment asertains what a student knows and an help determine what should, or needs, tobe taught. For skills training, a \skill gap analysis" ould be onduted to determine what the di�ereneis between the skills a person has and the skills they need to omplete a task. Validate assessment toolagainst outomes. Outome-based assessment. Criteria for assessment tools.Embedded assessment an be part of the interation suh as part of an online tutoring sessionTypial quizzes ask for a single fatual answer to questions. This is known as \item-response testing".This method may be ontrasted with testing that involves more omplex responses, suh as answeringessay questions. It is important to �nd the set of test questions for systemati assessment; eduatorsmust be aware that the interpretation of questions on a test may be subjetive. In traditional testing,the same questions are given to all students. However, with interative systems it is possible to tailorquestions to a student's knowledge. Moreover, adaptive testing adjusts the questions to the level ofknowledge of the student. Data olletion about what works in the urriulum [?℄. Modeling a�etivestate of students.
Representing Student Knowledge with Student ModelsIf we have a model of the learning proess and of the student's knowledge, we should be able to bemore e�etive at tutoring. There are several aspets of a student's knowledge that an be modeledand several ways to represent these onepts. Developing a model of a student's knowledge within apartiular domain is a useful step in developing a learning system. Models of for how a task should besolved. Models of the student's general knowledge and state.A tutoring system may employ a student model, whih is similar to a user model but a student modelattempts to apture the level of the student's knowledge. Interation between students and teahersis a speialized type of disourse (6.3.2). Modeling a student's knowledge from just a few observationsis treaherous. Suppose a student was trying to do a frations problem, suh as Eq. 5.2. What wouldyou onlude if the student gave the answers in Eq. 5.3 or Eq. 5.4? Rather than treating the symptomsof knowledge de�ieny, suh as an inorret answer, it is helpful to identify the \root ause" of anyproblems, suh as the proess by whih a student arrives at an inorret answer. However, this anbe diÆult to sort out espeially if the student has multiple soures of onfusion. The behavior eventstream in very limited is understanding the detail of what the student is thinking. A more subtlerepresentation would show student goals and ativities. Indeed, student performane an be preditedwith data about the student's ativities at the university. Knowledge representation (2.2.2)for the usermodel.
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Implementing Computer-Based TutoringBehavior graph. Conversational agents. Providing feedbak.
5.11.4. Instructional DesignMany eduational tehnologies have failed by teahing skills outside of a broader urriulum. E�etiveinstrution needs to be built on more than learning isolated, individual onepts. Design (3.8.0). Rather,



5.11. Education 195a oherent set of onepts needs to be woven together to form lessons, ourses, and ultimately an entireurriulum. Instrutional planning should speify desired outomes (Fig. 5.49). That is, eduationalgoals an be identi�ed and omponents ould be designed to ontribute to those goals. At a seond level,however, we an identify underlying onepts that ut aross several ontent areas. These underlyingonepts an be applied to many areas of eduation and not, say, just arithmeti.
Dimension Description or Example

Domain knowledge Knowing about a specific content area.
Knowledge of the learning environment Knowing what aids are available and how to use them.
Self-management Monitoring oneself while learning.

Figure 5.48: In addition to domain knowledge, a student in a learning environment needs knowledge of the learning
environment and self-management skills.

Knowledge Skill Example

Remember Have heard of SQL.
Understand Know what SQL is good for.
Apply Could decide when SQL should be used.
Analyze Can determine what might be wrong with an SQL statement.
Evaluate Could decide whether an SQL statement is doing what needs to be done.
Create Could create new SQL statements.

Figure 5.49: Hierarchy of knowledge skills[23] for a domain and an example using the Structured Query Language
(SQL). Instructional system design might specify the level of knowledge expected of students.These are both ognitive fators and a�etive fators.Inentives are a way to implement a design for a soial ativity. Creating habits with inentive strutures

[9].Learning involves muh more than simply aquiring fats about a partiular domain (Fig. 5.48). Astudent should learn not only the ontent of the domain, but also the proess of learning. Understandingthe proess of learning involves \meta-ognition," whih is the awareness of one's own thought proesses.Help-seeking. This is related to information seeking. Being trained in this awareness an help a studentto self-manage the learning proess in all other eduational domains. Several fators determine theseletion of teahing methods from the real world: Theory, ost, and soial priorities must all bebalaned.There are several di�erent levels of knowledge skills (Fig. 5.49); they reets the depth of understandingand the degree to whih that understanding an be applied. Remembering knowledge is viewed as morebasi than being able to evaluate that knowledge or to reate it. It is one thing for a student to memorizefats, but it is quite another to relate fats to eah other and absorb their uni�ed signi�ane. Simplememory is, of ourse, essential to learning. But, this broader perspetive suggests that learning thatonsists of a range of tehniques, from memorization to onept integration to appliation. Languageand eduation (5.11.5).
5.11.5. Educational InformaticsTehnology is most e�etive when it is woven into an eduational plan; that is, there should be anemphasis on eduation rather than tehnology. As noted earlier, this is a mixed blessing. Pros andons of tehnology in the lassroom [81]. Evaluation of information tehnology for eduation. suh asthe value of ellphones for lassroom use. Supporting ollaborative learning and learning ommunities.Supporting task interation with shared artifats. Information environments should be able to stimulatelearning. How the use of information resoures a�ets learning.Serious games (11.7.2) for eduation. Fun an inrease motivation and engagement. Multimedia inter-ativity may inrease attention. However, immediay of games may redue reetion. Measuring the
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Science, Math, and Computing EducationMany onepts is siene and math are abstrat; however, they an be illustrated with models. Virtualmanipulatives (Fig. 5.50). Visual and/or oneptual demonstrations, like those provided by simulationsand reasoning support, generally help a learner to develop a greater, and deeper, understanding of atopi than a simple reitation of de�nitions or fats [30] (Fig. 5.51).

Figure 5.50: Virtual manipulatives allow students to explore principles. [101]. Here are two examples: A virtual frog
(left) can help students learn anatomy and a math manipulative (right) teaches the concept of multiples of 10. (check
permission)

The concept of prime numbers appears to be readily grasped when the child, through
construction, discovers that certain handfuls of beans cannot be laid out in completed
rows and columns. Such quantities have either to be laid out in a single file or in an
incomplete row-column design in which there is always one extra or one too few to fill the
pattern. These quantities, the child learns, happen to be called prime numbers.

Figure 5.51: Visualization can be useful to help young students understand prime numbers[30].Personalization of math problems with natural language tehnology. Collaborative problem solving.Mixed-initiative dialogs for ollaborative problem solving.Learning to solve omplex siene problems. Medial simulations for training (9.9.1).
Constructionist Learning Technologies Computer programs speify proesses (6.5.2). programming, orinstruting a omputer to perform a series of ommands. It is helpful to be able to visualize, thee�et di�erent programming ations have on the output of a omputer. Logo, for example, is a simpleprogramming language that is suited to this purpose [79]. Using it, a student an explore the e�etdi�erent ommands on a graphial display. It makes the student artiulate the assumptions behind thegraphial proedures. It also introdues programming basis to the students.Algorithmi thinking. There have been laims that learning to program leads to better problem solving

[79]. However, the empirial evidene does not support this[82]. Alie is an objet-oriented programminglanguage (3.9.3) whih manipulates graphial objets (Fig. 5.52) [59]. Objet-oriented programming isa good way to implement businesses proesses. Sa�olding an help transitions among programminglanguages[53]. Another view is that programming languages should be easy to aquire. Alie for tellingstories. Everyone a programmer. Srath. Squeak. DiÆulties of thinking about lasses and objets.Siene eduation and explanations (6.3.4). Sienti� inferene and reasoning an be supported withargumentation systems (6.3.5). Learning about argumentation. Disourse (6.3.2).
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bunny.move(up, 0.15)
bunny.drum.move(up, 0.15)

Figure 5.52: Alice world and Alice program. In the first lines, the whole bunny moves. In the second line, the drum
moves. (new photo)

Learning to Read and WriteWe examine ognitive issues in reading later, but here we onsider tehnologies for the support ofreading. Human language tehnologies an help to develop tutors for reading. We will examine ognitiveproesses and soial impliations of reading later (10.2.0). Reading without formal instrution.There are many skills involved in reading [75], ranging from orret pronuniation of words to under-standing the meaning of words in a given ontext. One information system strategy presents senteneson a sreen; the student reads them aloud, and a speeh reognition system proesses what the studenthas said and provides feedbak (Fig. 5.53). A student's ognition in reading, literay, and writing isthe result of several fators, several of whih inlude: (a) that they use reading to obtain meaningfrom print; (b) have frequent and intensive opportunities to read; () be exposed to frequent, regularspelling-sound relationships; (d) learn about the nature of the alphabeti writing system; and (e) un-derstand the struture of spoken words. A lak of any of these experienes an lead to diÆulty inreading and writing [14]. Children's literature.Computer assisted language learning us speeh reognition tehnologies (Fig. 5.53). Computer assistedlanguage learning (CALL). Summary Street projet.
Figure 5.53: Learning to read is facilitated with a multimodal presentation. Illustration in a children’s book Goodnight
Moon (left). Bedtime stories provide parental bonding. Perhaps students can be taught to read by using speech
recognition technology to listen to them reading out loud[74] (right). (check permission)Phonis is a system of teahing reading by identifying onstituent sounds of words and the lettersthat ompose them, thereby allowing students to work out and onstrut the meaning and sound ofwritten words by themselves, rather than memorizing lists of words and their spellings (10.2.4). This isa onstrutivist approah to teahing reading.When teahing a foreign language, it is partiularly important to engage the student's ative parti-ipation, as opposed to using passive listening or reading tehniques. This an be aomplished withnetworked distribution and multimedia immersion and is another area where information systems are



198 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13revolutionizing eduation. Information systems have made a muh wider array of foreign languagematerials available to shools and individuals than had previously been the ase. Moreover, automatispeeh reognition means that the student an be given interative exerises.Spontaneous reading with OLPC.Eduational disourse. Feedbak on student essays an be provided by text-analysis (10.4.0). A textsummarization tool may be used to provide feedbak on a student's writing by determining how loselya student's omposition orresponds with a pre-determined level of topi overage [62]. Similarly, ol-laboration an be used when learning to write.
Information Resources and EducationMany of the systems we have desribed are ative and try to antiipate students' needs, using informa-tion system tehnology to supplement traditional learning tehniques. Another eduational approah,however, is to have students seek to disover answers (eduation) for themselves. This system enour-ages students to investigate questions by aessing rih ontent. Libraries | an be viewed as omplexinformation systems | play a key role in this aspet of eduation. Generally, information systems allowstudents to explore and aquire information. Understanding and using strutured information [58].Libraries (7.2.1). Resoure-based learning allows students to build their own knowledge and meaningfrom various artifats, or resoures (5.11.3). Although it is diÆult for some readers to integrate andsynthesize information from several di�erent perspetives presented in various resoures, extratingsigni�ant onepts from an information resoure is a skill that students an learn.

5.11.6. Effectively Presenting InformationManaging attention with multimedia.
Learning Objects and Educational Metadata A library provides a range of fats and viewpoints. Thesefats and viewpoints, sattered among suh disparate items as books, miro�lm, omputer programs,and artwork, support \resoure-based learning" by providing \learning objets". A learning objet, asdisussed above, is simply a resoure that supports learning. Within any teahing system | be it anindividual lassroom or an entire university | the seletion and presentation of learning objets arelearly vital to suessful eduation. However, it is unrealisti for an individual teaher to searh throughand evaluate every possible learning objet on a partiular topi without having some knowledge ofwhat the objets ontain; in this regard, eduational metadata beomes very important. One possiblesolution to this problem is the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (2.4.4) whih has been extended toinlude eduational resoures (Fig. 5.54). Open-aess eduational materials.

Attribute Description

Audience For whom is the material intended?
Duration How long does the material play?
Standards What educational standards does it support?
Quality Quality ratings.

Figure 5.54: Elements added to the Dublin Core standard for describing educational materials[8].Learning objets need to be interoperable with other eduational environments. Objet-oriented design
(3.9.3) failitates the re-use of modules (7.9.3). It is possible that eduational learning objets an be re-used muh the way that software modules are reused [4]. Synhronous versus asynhronous delivery.Learning management systems an failitate many aspets of eduation beyond simple ontent. Theyan help teahers to understand eah individual student's performane, and note signs of grade im-provement or degradation. These systems an also help to assess what teahing methods are produingthe e�ets, both individually and olletively. Learning Management Systems (LMS) use databases tokeep trak of student ativities. These ativities may inlude lass registration, grades, quiz results,
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Figure 5.55: Sakai Collaboration is an open-source learning management system. LMSs typically incorporate
resources and assessment modules. (check permission)

5.11.7. Learning Environments and Learning CommunitiesA learning environment is the entire ontext in whih the learning ours. Traditionally, the ontextof eduation is a quiet lassroom; teahers often leture, but letures do not failitate onstrutivistlearning. Alternatively, teahers an be the \guide on the side," allowing students to develop theirindividual intelletual abilities. Information resoures an support di�erent learning environments.Shool libraries an support inquiry-based learning.There are modality e�ets in di�erent learning environments. For instane, traditional lassrooms donot enourage ollaborative disussions. Intelligent tutoring systems (5.11.3).Communities (5.8.2).
Educational System, Classrooms, and SchoolsIn the apprentieship system, eduation was in is in the ontext where it is applied. However, muheduation has moved to lassrooms. Lesson plans are goals and strategies for oordinating lass presen-tation and interation. A lassroom teaher should failitate e�etive interation. Supporting lassroomdisourse. Feedbak languages. Instrutor failitates disussions.Traditional lassrooms are sometimes desribed as being like a fatory; students are treated all thesame { almost as if on an assembly line. Teahers generally pae their presentations in the lassroomand engage the majority of the students. However, letures are often presented orally and unless astudent kept very good notes there was no way for her to relaim that information. However, lassroompresentations ould be videotaped and those tapes ould be digitized, as meeting arhives often are

(5.6.4).Multimedia instrution an be seamlessly applied to a traditional lassroom setting. Di�erent images,�gures, or videos an illustrate how to parse the material presented in a leture (Fig. 5.56). Informa-tion from many soures an be ombined to demonstrate ross-disiplinary tehniques suh as gesturereognition (11.4.1) that might be helpful in proessing the ontent.There are many ways to learn. Learning in a studio or a master lass is often viarious learning
(5.5.4) (Fig. 5.57). Apprentieship model of learning. Innovative lassrooms.Groups of students, like other groups learn by working together. A small group of students workingon a projet is a ommunity within the larger ommunity of the shool, whih exists within the largerommunity of soiety. The ommunity brings soial interation to eduation at all levels, and providestools to support that interation [57]. This in turn gives students a supportive group that failitatestheir exploration and development. They an then build further on the soial foundations of learning.Individuals may play several di�erent within a learning ommunity.
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Figure 5.56: Annotations and highlights on the presentation by an instructor during a lecture[24]. (check permission)

Figure 5.57: Learning in a studio may include viewing the work of other students and listening to feedback given to
them about their work[17]. (check permission)Computer supported ollaborative-learning.

Distributed and Distance EducationInreasingly, information systems are being used to failitate distane learning. It is not always pratialfor teahers and students to get together at the same plae at the same time; for example, workingstudents may �nd it diÆult to shedule lasses due to the demands of their jobs, or rural students maynot have the time and/or means to travel to a university ampus several times a week. Informationsystems are helping to reate situations in whih the teaher and students are able to be separatedfrom eah other, aross both spae and time.Distane eduation may simply involve students using audio or video to attend lasses from remoteloations, however, new tehnologies allow multiple means of ommuniation inluding disussion fo-rums, video-onferening, online aess to leture transripts, and online study groups. Modalities ofinteration (5.6.5). This is sometimes alled \distributed eduation". Tehnologies developed for dis-tributed eduation an also provide support for people with disabilities, for whom it may be diÆultto physially attend a lass or to keep up with its pae. Teahing presene.Pros and ons of distane eduation. Distane eduation and threaded disussions. It is very onve-nient. However, soial presene and engagement with other students sometimes stimulates involvement.Engagement seems to be essential for learning (5.6.5).There are many forms that distributed eduation may take. It ould inlude interation throughthe Web for the entire eduational experiene, as in a typial leture experiene, or an interativeweb portal ould just be used for disussion forums, while the bulk of a student's time is spent in



5.11. Education 201individual study. A ompromise, whih ould perhaps retain the bene�ts of both distane and fae-to-fae eduation is blended eduation. Inreasingly, distane eduation is provided by integrated systemssuh as Instrution Management Systems (IMS).E�etive praties for distane eduation.Mass-ourse ware. MOOCs. Massive online ourses. Learning management systems. Several variations.Quality ontrol. Generally works best for ourses where little disussion is required. The diÆulty ofonline redentialing aross di�erent universities.
Learning Beyond the ClassroomWhile some types of learning may be failitated by the quiet and orderly experiene of lassrooms,a lot of learning ours outside of lassrooms. Indeed, learning is often most e�etive if it ours inthe environment and ontext when it is to be applied [38]. Pervasive and ontext-aware environments.Learning by doing and learning in everyday situations may be more e�etive than more traditionallassroom-oriented approahes [5].When using inquiry-based learning students may be thought of as \personal sientists" [60]. That is,students atively onstrut theories about their world based on their observations of it. The proess ofmanipulating and organizing information modi�es students' oneptual strutures. Eduation involvesmore than just subjet-oriented learning; it also inludes a soial dimension, suh as making friendsand living with fellow students. There are important aspets of student life, and should not be takenlightly. In this regard, distane or distributed eduation may never fully replae traditional in-lass, on-ampus learning environments, but it does provide options for students and teahers to take advantageof eduational opportunities and to more uidly inorporate them into their lives. There is also a lot oflearning outside of shools and universities. Some that is supported by publi knowledge and ulturalinstitutions suh as libraries and museums (Fig. ??). Beause of their eduational missions, museumexhibits are sometimes designed to present an interpretation [25]. Doents.
Learning CommunitiesBeause eduation is often a soial ativity involving disussion, interpretation, and negotiation, weuse | and even attempt to design | e�etive soial environments for learning. Learning often oursin the ontext of ollaborative problem solving [63]; groups of individuals working together to answera question, or seek information. Suh groups are often alled learning ommunities though, in someases, the group may be more transient than what we would think of as a ommunity. People generallylike to work with other people; those other people an provide both feedbak and motivation.Information systems are well-suited to failitate these tasks. Commonplae systems, suh as Email,allow learners to ommuniate ideas with ease. More advaned systems are designed to failitateollaborative disussion and knowledge building using text strings, voting systems, and ommunalperspetives. These tehnologies allow students to �nd a ommunity of interest despite their atualloation, enabling them to seek out and �nd a venue for the disussion of their ideas.The measure of eduational outome in ollaborative ativities is determined by the performane ofa group as a whole and not the individual members. Group disussions support the development ofa shared understanding among the members of the group, as do group learning objets or artifats.Sharing and disussing an objet, suh as a doument or a simulation, in the group environment anallow knowledge spaes to open so that there is expertise in at least some elements of the group.Beause learning is often soial ation, ommunities are an integral part of eduation. A learningommunity is any ommunity that supports and failitates learning. They exist on a ontinuum ofsize, ranging from large, diverse, integrated soieties to small, distint groups of learners. Fig. 5.58illustrates two levels of a learning ommunity. The math forum itself is a relatively small, distintgroup of learners, while the submitted post points to the fat that this student is situated within amuh larger, more diverse ommunity omposed of family, shool, and peers [?, ?℄. This an also be
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My father says that a radius is not what i think it is... I think that in a circle half of it is the radius.
(Like center to edge) My father says that it has to do with the curve of the circle... I was looking over
my pretest for Math and i seemed to have gotten a similar question wrong.. My 13yr old sister says itz
right though... My teacher obviously believes that the radius is the diameter... Am I the one who is
right?

Figure 5.58: Question submitted to “Dr. Math” in Math Forum, an online math help service. Note the apparent family
involvement. (check permission)This example emphasizes the soial aspets of eduation and how the small group level of interationexists as an integrated part of a larger ommunity. The at of group formation itself is an at of soiallearning, in that an individual must not only learn what it is that they are seeking in a group, but alsowhom else among the larger ommunity shares that idea.

5.12. Everyday Information Skills and Critical ThinkingMany situations are omplex and not neessarily what they seem. This an be partiularly for somesoial and information-related ativities. Thus, people need a frame of expetations for how to interpretlaims. This is often framed as a need to have literay about those ativities.The ability to prioritize observations is essential to addressing omplex problems. This is essentiallythe same as the goal of supporting unbiased deisions for organizational information systems (3.4.2).Minimize emotional and attentional bias. Degrees of ritial thinking. Due proess in legal proeedings
(8.5.4) minimizes the e�et of emotion.We have seen many instanes inluding deision support systems (3.4.2). Critial thinking depends onmore than just understanding the observations, but understanding the ways suh observations may bebiased. Argumentation (6.3.5). People also need to detet obfusation and deeption.Minimize emotional and attentional bias. Degrees of ritial thinking. Due proess in legal proeedings
(8.5.4) minimizes the e�et of emotion.
5.12.1. Getting and Evaluating Useful InformationBeing an informed itizen. Critial thinking involves weighting the evidene before making a deision.Spei� examples inlude: everyday inferene (4.3.4), everyday information seeking ((se:everdayinformation)),interation in the soial milieu (5.1.1), and making soial deisions (8.4.3).Information resoures are not always what they seem. Students should learn about interating withinformation systems. They should learn responsibility and aution in handling information. Two relatedideas and sets of skills: information literay and media literay. Although the skills are neessary for alldeision making, Information literay and media literay are often onsidered as training for students.There are many ativities whih are not well haraterized as tasks.Nonsense detetors. Realizing that people are likely to be biased in their answers. This often violatesonversational norms. However, they onvey some information. Dubious advertising and freedom ofinformation.Personal information management (4.11.0).Learning how to organize and aess information. This inludes, learning about information struturessuh as book indexes and library atalogs. Information �nding is often diÆult. The ability to useindexes needs to be taught. As does the ability to �nd trustworthy experts when that expertise isneeded.
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5.12.2. LiteraciesMembers of our omplex soiety need basi skills to funtion e�etively. These skills are often termedliteraies.Knowing how to �nd and aess information as well as how to evaluate information. There is an expe-tation in our soiety that people generally aept responsibility for their own ations. Reading literay
(10.2.2). These skills inlude eonomi literay (e.g., \let the buyer beware"), onsumer eduation, healthliteray, media literaies. "Arhival intelligene". game literay, siene literaies (9.4.3). Data-analysisliteray. Expetations on information literay in developing eonomies. Visual literaies.While we think of these are the neessities of good itizenship, they an also be seen as ulturalexpetations.

Information LiteracyInformation literay in an era when ever more of the information is opinion based. Information literayis needed at many levels suh as in the ways that Wikipedia might be biased. Causes of informationil-literay.Here, we fous on information literay whih teahes people to interat eÆiently with information.Here we onsider aspets information literay. From literaies to expert knowledge. Just as reading isonsidered an essential skill (10.2.2).Deeption intentionally reates false impressions. Deeption may reate inorret beliefs. Deeption isommon in human endeavors (5.3.3). Truth bias. Intentional misuse of ategories. Cues for deeption.Cross-ultural dimensions of deeption. Levels of distortion in organizations[21]. Impostor. While almosteveryone has an instit for self-preservation, there's is a great variety in the degree to whih people willtake advantage of situations for personal gain versus being altruisti and ooperative. However, it'salways the ase the eventually somebody ome along to turn a situation to peronsal advantage. It mayful�ll an eonomi or politial agenda. This is rather the opposite of the onversational norms (6.3.1) orthe standards of information professionals ((se:infoprofessionals)).Pervasive, onsistent and systemati distortion of information.
Internet LiteracyThe broad onnetivity of the Internet reates many hallenges. Awareness of attempts to obtainpersonal information. Phishing. Privay literay. For instane, people should be aware how broadlypersonal information they post on the Internet may be seen. Students also need to be aware ofthe nature of information resoures. These skills are often termed information literay and \medialiteray".
Judging the Quality of InformationPereptions of quality versus atual quality. Given the vast amounts of dubious information on theWeb, it is essential for users to assess the quality of information. There may be lues about the qualityembedded in the information resoure. Information �nding (3.0.0). Trust (5.2.3). Publishers providereviews and branding. In other words, they give authority. A user an learn to pay attention to luesthat indiate the quality of information. Need to have bakground knowledge about a resoure. Crapdetetion.People are frequently unritial of the reliability of information from soures suh as the Web (4.5.1). Itis often helpful to fous on materials from reliable soures suh as experts and high-quality publishers.Nonetheless, we then have the question of how to identify those reliable soures. Cross omparinginformation aross several soures. See what other people are saying about a laim. Awareness by thereader of the motives behind writing. This an be due to one-sided information or outright deeption

(5.3.3). More subtly, an we trust Wikipedia artiles (10.3.2)? The nature of sholarly authority.
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Figure 5.59: Propaganda posters[11]. Media literacy suggests that the students should be aware of how attitudes
can be manipulated.Beyond analyzing individual information resoures, we an also onsider entire olletions. There arelues whih suggest, though ertainly don't guarantee auray. These inlude not having any brokenlinks.An agent provoateur is intentionally disruptive.

Teaching and Learning SearchTeahing young people how to use searh engines e�etively. Ability to extrat and integrate informationfor several di�erent searh pages. Reading (10.2.0).
Judging the Motivation Behind a CommunicationMany ommuniations are not trustworthy. This is applied to the inuene the television ommer-ials have on hildren. Media literay is the ability to judge the intention behind a message. Somepresentations take are to present a variety of viewpoints; others may give only one.As notes above, we expet itizens to be literate about advertising. This is reeted in the statement\Let the buyer beware."Motivation of advertising. Persuasion gamesmanship. (4.5.2). Media and advertising. Aware of the bi-ases due to attentional proessing. Sometimes these assumptions are built into the ulture. Reognizingthat news reporting might be biased.Clues about what we an trust in ommuniation. News (8.13.7) (Fig. ??). Politial persuasiveness ofontent. Gaming the system.Reognizing that proesses assoiation with ommuniation also ontrols people.Weighing evidene. Deteting persuasion.
Social Mechanisms for Ensuring the Quality of InformationDue proess. Civil debate. Neutral white papers and pundits. Knowledge institutions. Referene.Furthermore, due proess should be transparent to enourage people to believe in the system andshould build trust. Information professionals (5.12.4). Consent, privay, and forgetting.

5.12.3. Information EthicsEthis analyzes situations in a way that enourages moral ations[33]; thus, ritial thinking is essentialto ethis. Ethis in the use and management of information. Many organizations have ethial standards.Professional ethis onerning information. Journalisti ethis (8.13.7). Sholarly ethis (9.1.1).Photo journalism and the diÆulty of seleting a single image to show.



5.13. History 205Ethial issues in mining large publi data sets.Colletive bene�ts versus individual harm. and some people may be hurt by making information publi.It may be legal but ould still be harmful.Individuals should give redit and ite the soures of material they use. Not doing so is known asplagiarism. Plagiarism is related to the violation of opyright but is not the same. Copyright is a lawonerning the use of information, while plagiarism in based on soial norms. \Plagiarism" is the useof someone else's works without giving attribution of their soure. Failure to do so is unethial, andan lead to laims of plagiarism. In some ases, authors re-use their own writing. This is known asself-plagiarism" [89]. This is related to aademi honesty (9.1.1).There are several appliations of tehnology for deteting intelletual fraud. Copy-detetion software
(8.2.5) an also be used to detet plagiarism.
5.12.4. Information ProfessionalsProfessional are parts of information institutions. Minimize spei� agendas. Professions (5.8.2). Codesof ondut. Professional integrity. Information professions depend on a high level of professionalintegrity. For instane, we expet journalists, arhivists, and notaries to be trustworth in handlinginformation.This is not to say that human information professionals always follow their responsibilities. Journal-ists and distorted information. Another example is the Heiner ase in Australia whih involved thedestrution of arhival reords. Polie may lie to seure an arrest or onvition.
5.13. HistoryWe have noted that human behavior even in ontemporary soiety are diÆult to deipher. This iseven more true of history. Informal explanations and the narrative of history. Like lessons learned fromorganizational reetion, history an provide a reetion of soiety's deisions. History as olletivememory.Loal history.Soial uses of history.It is very diÆult to trae historial evidene.History data sets ivi reords, newspapers, arhives. (Fig. ??). Memory studies.

Figure 5.60: Digital history

5.13.1. What is History?History tries to systematize explanations of past human ativities (6.3.4). History as hange throughtime. However, history doesn't diretly apture the past. History as desription of events (hronologies)versus history are interpretation auses. History as interpretation and narrative (6.3.6).Generalization about history.Popular history may represent an idealized version of ultural values. Historiography Causation isinterpreted. This is inlike siene, where the onstraints on inferene ome from physial proesses,



206 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13In history the interesting e�ets are often the deisions made by people. Beause it is diÆult tointerpret people's motives, the key onstraints for history are provided by memories and reords. Thesaying \History belongs to the winner" has onsiderable truth to it, but at least rigorous historialinvestigation needs to ontend with some evidene.Types of history. Intelletual history. History of tehnology. Soial history. History of art. Publihistory explores publi interation with history. This an be simpli�ed as idealized versions of history.History and events. Writing history. Historial argumentation (6.3.5). Historial explanations as distintfrom sienti� explanations (9.2.2). History is not grounded in repliability as siene is. DiÆulty ofreasoning about ounterfatuals.How people learn about the past. On one hand, the past is a foreign ountry, but some oneption of thepast is essential. Another viewpoint is that while ultures and time perids di�er those di�erenes maynot be so great that they an't be overed understood bak on the ommonality of human experieneand basi empaty.From history to soiology.Digital history.Doing history as a proess of oneptualization. Can have aurate fats but still not onvey and validhistorial aount.
5.13.2. Evidence about Historical Events and Social Memory

Event Streams and Historical ConceptsHistory as a way of organizing knowledge. Notions of historial periods and historial �gures. Colligatoryonepts.Soial history, eonomi history.
Historical EvidenceThere is a tendeny to revise history. DiÆulty of history is that there are many possible explanationsand too little evidene.Adequate evidene for laims about history. Historial explanations.Douments as providing evidene (2.3.1), reords (7.4.1), and arhival materials (7.5.1). Also, other souressuh as arhiteture and arheology. There is a real hane of fraud with digital objets. Evaluating thelegitimay of reords. Some kept in arhives has some level of on�dene but what to make of reordsthat gave not been in a systemati arhive.Primary soures. Arhaeologial evidene is often based on the ontext from whih an artifat wasobtained. Physial evidene from museums.
Figure 5.61: Political cartoons can be useful as primary sources as evidence of perspectives on social issues.Oral histories (Fig. 5.62).The presentation of history in movies is often ontroversial. Oliver Stone. Doudrama. Immersivehistorial games.
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Figure 5.62: One of the video oral histories from the HistoryMakers collection. (check permission)During a ourt trial, the jury may be presented with a reonstrution of an aident or a rime. If avideo of the events were available, the jury would want to see it. While suh a video is usually notavailable, an animation of the events an be made. Note, however, that there are many ways to shadethe veraity of an animation, and so it might give a distorted impression to a jury. Fig. 5.63 showsanimation from two perspetives. By omparison, interative animation allows for a full view of ations;hene, interative animations an failitate better exploration of all perspetives on an event. Digitalevidene.

Figure 5.63: Two perspectives on an event may lead to different interpretations. In the view on the left, the person in
the center appears to be striking a victim. However in the view on the right, the same person is seen to be running
past the victim[1]. (redraw-K) (check permission)

Systematic Attacks on HistorySwaying popular opinion by reating an alternative historial narrative. Changing the language toeliminate olletive memories. In many ases, this is relatively easy beause the institutions whihprovide evidene are relatively weak. Corrupting historial evidene for instane by reating inauthentireords.
Representations of HistoryCivi data sets (8.1.1).

Figure 5.64: Historicans workstation.
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Figure 5.65: Historical reenactors.

5.13.3. Social and Personal MemoryCultural memory institutions (5.9.3). History (5.13.0). Biography, Biopi, Autobiography. Theory ofbiography. Digital lives (10.3.1). Expetations (4.4.3). Arhival appraisal (7.5.3) and forensis. Personalinformation management (4.11.0).
Figure 5.66: Personal letter. (check permission)Eye-witness testimony in a trial may sometimes be doubted, espeially if it is based on leading questionsor other onept map-like preparations. There are many errors in onvitions for serious rimes basedon eyewitness testimony. Many types of memory biases (4.3.2).We an �nd similar e�orts in eye-witness testimony [6]. This is also sometimes alled \gist memory"sine the person tends to remember the main points { the gist { but not the details. The inaurayand suseptibility of human memory an reate biases in eyewitness testimony. People reall of eventswas able to be manipulated [70] to reate false memories. Certainty is based on many fators. Faereognition.

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Action research

Assessment

Attribution

Co-browsing

Cooperation

Constructivist learning

Coordination

Culture

Distributed cognition

Division of labor

Domain model

Early adopter

Information literacy

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)

Instructional system design

Knowledge skill

Learning community

Learning management system

Learning object

Learning outcome

Manipulative

Media literacy

Media space

Meta-cognition

Norm

Pedagogy

Phonics

Plagiarism

Professional development(teachers)

Recommender system

Reputation

Role (group)

Scaffolding (learning)

Shadow function

Social brain

Social capital

Social contract

Social network analysis

Social presence

Sociability

Structuration

Student model

Task group

Review Questions:
1. Develop a simple fraud detection model you might apply to credit card purchase data. (5.3.4)
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2. Describe some of the examples of social learning. How is it similar to or different from other types of learning? (5.5.4)

3. What are the different types of systematic information flow through an organization? (5.7.0)

4. Describe examples of three types of communities. Explain how they meet the definition of communities. (5.8.2)

5. How might information systems decrease the sense of community? How might information systems increase the sense of
community? (5.8.2)

6. Identify the level of knowledge skills required for: (a) Determining that a car is broken, (b) Explaining to a mechanic
what is wrong, and (c) Fixing the car. (5.11.4)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Explain how online tools could support the development of social capital. (5.2.1)

2. Why do you trust your bank to take good care of your money? (5.2.1, 8.7.3)

3. What is the likely target value for user 4 in the table? Justify your answer. (5.5.5).

Video
1 2 3 4 5 6 Target

1 4 8 2 7 1 9 2
User 2 3 0 9 2 3 8 1

3 2 8 7 9 3 1 7
4 2 6 1 9 4 7 ?

4. Listen to a meeting and characterize the types of social interaction that takes place. How might that social interaction
be modified with additional information systems? (5.6.3)

5. Observe a meeting and, if possible, videotape it. Describe how you would annotate the events in the meeting to make it
accessible for use later. (5.6.3)

6. What are some of the barriers to communications for organizational components in remote locations? (5.6.6)

7. What are some of the difficulties of virtual organizations compared to organizations in which there is face-to-face inter-
action among the participants. (5.7.1, 5.7.3)

8. How does information technology amplify the division of labor? (5.7.2)

9. Briefly describe an electronic community to which you belong. If you do not belong to any electronic communities,
describe one you have heard about. Why you do you consider it an electronic community? In what way could the
community interaction be strengthened? (5.8.2)

10. Give examples of the way a community is defined by language. (5.8.2)

11. A community creates coherence among its members but such coherence in an organization can result in silos. Do
communities develop silos? (5.8.2, 7.3.6)

12. Describe the design for an electronic book interface which would support reflective thinking. (5.11.2)

13. What is the difficulty of building student models for activities such as writing an essay? (5.11.3)

14. Propose how you might develop a curriculum for a high-school information science class. (5.11.3)

15. Describe how the hierarchy of knowledge skills (Fig. 5.49) would be applied by a student learning about (a) chemistry,
(b) history. (5.11.4)

16. Describe some ways in which non-traditional information systems could be used by students in pre-schools and kinder-
gartens to improve learning. (4.9.2, 5.11.5)

17. At one extreme, libraries may be seen as passive repositories where people can search for information. At the other
extreme, education attempts to be proactive and give people an understanding of basic principles before the students
need them. In the future, will libraries and educational computing completely merge? Explain. (4.10.2, 5.11.5)

18. What education model do you think is best used to teach science education. (5.11.5)

19. Describe the online materials you should collect for a digital library designed for fifth graders. (5.11.5, 7.1.2)

20. Compared to Eq. 5.2, what cause would you infer for each of the following incorrect answers? What are some possible
alternate explanations? (5.11.7)
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1

2
+

1

2
=

1

17
(5.7)

21. Project what you think the mix of technology will be in the classroom in 20 years. Will there be classrooms? (5.11.7)
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22. How might you teach students to evaluate the accuracy and truthfulness of information resources? (5.12.0)

Practicum:
1. Evaluate the information needs of an organization. Describe the ways that organization deals with these information

needs. (5.7.0)

Going Beyond:
1. Is there always wisdom of crowds? (5.0.0)

2. We have emphasized the synergy of social forces but other sociological theories focus on “power” and “class”. What are
the advantages and disadvantages of employing those notions. (5.0.0)

3. Do television and Internet access provide the same level of social isolation? (5.1.1)

4. How might we quantify social capital is there in an organization? (5.2.1, 5.5.5)

5. How does information technology affect the optimal structure for task groups? (5.6.1)

6. Give some examples of how family life was or will be changed because of information technology.

7. Create a taxonomy of types of organizations. (2.2.2, 5.7.0)

8. Describe information flow in an organization with which you are familiar. (5.7.0)

9. What is the relationship between culture and technology? How easy is it for technology to change culture? (5.8.2)

10. Does a complex industrial society have culture? (5.8.2)

11. Describe the information systems available to members of your community in public schools, in libraries, and in commu-
nity centers, such as the YMCA. (5.8.2)

12. How important is access to information to reduce poverty? What are some specific steps that you feel could be effective?
(5.8.2)

13. List some ideas of how to encourage people to participate online communities. (5.8.2)

14. Give examples and discuss best practices for each dimension of S.O.A.P. (5.11.0)

15. What is the role of entertainment in education? (1.6.1, 5.11.0)

16. It is possible to synthesize both cognitive and social perspectives on education into a framework? (5.11.2)

17. How important is the acquisition of facts for students versus learning analytical skills? (5.11.2)

18. Compare the similarities of use-case analysis and instructional system design? (3.10.2, 5.11.3)

19. How should cognitive processing models impact to instructional system design? (4.3.0, 5.11.3)

20. Develop a model of the rules students need to learn to do fractions problems. (5.11.3)

21. What kind of knowledge does a multiple-choice question test evaluate as compared to an open-ended question test?
(5.11.3)

22. Explain how an adaptive testing program would be implemented. (5.11.3)

23. Collect a tutoring dialog. Annotate the dialog with notes about the state of understanding of the student and the
strategies of the tutor. (5.11.3)

24. How can a tutor increase student engagement in a dialog? (4.2.2, 4.6.0, 5.11.4)

25. Develop a lesson plan for (a) a fifth grade science teacher and (b) a tenth grade history teacher using digital resources.
(5.11.5)

26. In what sense are public schools learning communities? How could the community aspects be enhanced? (5.11.7)

27. How important is face-to-face interaction for education? (5.11.7, 6.1.2)

28. To what extent should an information science course teach values about the use of information? (5.12.3)

29. Do you agree with the statement: “The winner writes history”? (5.13.0)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Group dynamics, Instructional system design.

Instructor Strategies: This chapter introduces fundamental principles of social processes. It then combines these social
approaches with cognitive issues for education. The two main sections, social issues and education, could be considered
separately.
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